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Abstract 

Coarse resolution ocean general circulation models are known to produce 

oscillatory behavior in a variety of forms and over a spectrum of timescales. There are 

four main potentiai sources for this behavior: internai mode1 parameters (diffusivities, 

viscosi ties), external forcing (wind stress, thermal forcing, freshwater forcing), 

topography, and initial conditions. After imposing enhanced sdinity fluxes with mixed 

bcundary conditions, the mode1 simulations produced a spectnim of oscillatory behavior 

as a hnction of the intemal modeling parameters aione. In this study, the experiments 

with idealized topognphy generated a wider range of mode1 behavior than reponed in 

other studies. In general, this work has shown that two dimensional salinity fluxes 

produced a broader range of behavior than described in the literature where idealized 

saiinity Ruxes trivialized the variability of the diagnosed salt flux field. The initial 

conditions were the least important of the factors effecting the thermohaline circulation. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 The therrnohaline circulation as component of the climate system and multiple 

equili b ria 

In the present climate, the mendional heat transport by the oceans toward the Nonh 

Atlantic across 24% is approximately 1.2 PW (1  PW = 10ISw) (Roemmich and Wunsch 

1984). The climatic effect of this thermohaline flow pattern is demonstrated by the 4 - 5 ' ~  

warmer surface temperanires of the northern Atlantic compared to the sarne latitudes in the 

Pacific. The Broecker (1987) and Gordon (1986) descriptions of the thermohdine circulation 

as a conveyor belt graphically emphasized the interconnections between the waters of the 

world's oceans. The thermohaline circulation in the Atlantic consists of two parts: 1) 

nonhward fiow of warm water, termed the upper limb, (some of this water contributes to the 

production of new deep water in the high latitudes of the North Atlantic); and 2) southward 

export of newly formed deep water, referred to as the lower limb. The thermohaline 

circiilation differs from the wind-dnven circulation in that the former is forced by drnsity 

differences that are controlled by changes in temperature and salinity. Dunng the winter in the 

high latitudes of the Nonh Atlantic, the water column becomes unstable due to a combination 

of intensive cooling at the ocean surface from the passage of winter storms, nonhward 

transport of salty surface water from lower latitudes, and bine rejection when ice foms. AI1 

of these factors increase the density of the surface waters. Consequentiy, the water column 

convects, and mixes vertically. This newly fonned water is canied southward at abyssal 

depths dong the western boundary in the lower lirnb of the thermohaline circulation. in 

summary, this flow is driven by surface heat and freshwater (buoyancy) fluxes, and i t  is 

typicdly thermaliy direct (heat fluxes dominate) such that the densest surface waters are 

found in cold high-latitude regions, not in the salty subtropics. This thermally dnven 

ovemiming can be halted by high latitude excess of precipitation over evaporation and low 

Iatinide excess evaporation over precipitation (except in a relatively narrow belt at the 

Intertropical Convergence Zone). 

The ocean is an important regulator of climate due to its large thermal inertia and its 

potential to store both anthropogenic and natural greenhouse gases (Weaver and Hughes 

1992); however, the ocean circulation has much more than just a damping effect on climatic 

changes. Investigation of the complex stability properties of the thermohaline circulation has 

led to the ocean becoming a prime suspect for some of the enatic behavior recorded in past 



climate records preserved in the Greenland Ice Sheet and in oceanic sedirnents. The 

competing properties of temperature and salinity in the net 'surface buoyancy forcing of the 

ocean' are the key determinants of multiple equilibria and stability and variability propenies 

of the thermohaline circulation. Experiments with three-dimensional ocean models with 

idealized basin geometry have confirmed that thermohaline variability c m  exist even in the 

presence of constant atmospheric forcing, both at decadal and at longer time scales. The 

existence of multiple steady states. when different boundary conditions are applied, has been 

cstablishcd in rnodrls ranging in sophistication from two-box models to global general 

circulation rnodels (Weaver and Hughes 1992). Stommel's ( 196 L) classical box model 

introduced the fundamental mechanism responsible for multiple equilibria which is the 

positive salt advection feedback. The advection of heat and salt by the thermohaline 

circulation is drtermined by the pole-to-equator density difference. Lower salinity in high 

latitudes dampens the thermally direct circulation, reducing the poleward transport of more 

saline water, and is thus a positive feedback. The box model has two stable equilibrium states 

for weak net precipitation in high latitudes such as today's climate: 1 )  a fast, therrnally 

dominated solution; and, 7) a slow reverse circulation (haline dominated with sinking in the 

tropics). 

Several researchers have speculated that variations in the ocean circulation, on decadd 

and longer time scales, may be one of the prime causes of rapid and drastic natural climate 

swings (Broecker et al. 1985). Paleoclimatological research shows that the formation of Nonh 

Atlantic Deep Water was repeatedly internipted or reduced in glacial times, leading to abrupt 

clirnatic changes in the North Atlantic region (Boyle and Keigwin 1987; Broecker 1991; 

Keigwin et al. 1991). Results from the GISP-2 ice core in Greenland (Taylor et al. 1993) 

indicate Pleistocene climate changes between glacial and near-interglacial conditions in 

periods of less than a decade. Such rapid climate fluctuations have occurred not only during 

the past glacial but very likely in the Eemian interglacial and the previous Saale-Holstein 

glacial cycle (Dansgaard et al. 1993; GRIP Members 1993). These data suggest that the stable 

conveyor belt circulation of the past 10 000 years is an exception rather than the rule. The 

observed fluctuations in the Eernian, which was warmer than the present, raise concems about 

whether global warming could destabilize the deep circulation. Analysis of hydrogaphic and 

other data has shown that the coupled ocean-atmosphere system is variable on decadal time 

scales (Deser and Blackmon 1993; Kushnir 1994; Hansen and Bezdek 1996; Reverdin et ai. 



1997). In order to determine whether the increasing concentration of greenhouse gases is 

affecting Our climate, an understanding is required of natural climate variability due to 

changes of ocean circulation. 

In ocean model simulations, the drarnatic flushing events that characterize miilennial 

scaie oscillations - with heat accumulated by the ocean over centuries being released in a few 

years (Marotzke et al. 1988; Weaver and Sarachik 199 1a,b) - suggest a possible connection 

with rapid glacial-to-interglacial transitions. Oscillations with periods of thousands of years 

are supported by the analysis of pako-oceanographic data (Broecker er al. 1985; Yiou et al. 

1994). Carrying this connection further, some authors have associated the interdecadal-to- 

centennid oscillations found in the relaxation stage of the millenniai oscillation with the 

Heinrich (1988) events affecting the North Atlantic thennohaline circulation over the last full 

glacial cycle (Broecker et al. 1992: Bond et ai. 1993; Grousset et al. 1993). Inclusion of a sea 

ice component will be necessary to explore these possibilities hirther. Thermohaiine 

circulation stability has been reviewed by Weaver and Hughes ( 1992) and Rahrnstorf et al. 

( 1 996). 

1.2 Oscillations in ocean modeling 

1.2.1 Represenfation of the atmosphere by surface boundary condiîions 

The oceanic general circulation is forced by wind stress, surface heating and cooling, 

and exchange of fresh water with the atmosphere. A fully prognostic atmospheric model is 

computationally very expensive and often is not included in models for ocean climate studies. 

The coupled system can be modeled as a dynamical ocean model with the response of the 

atmosphere represented by a simple diagnostic parameterkation (Bretherton 1982; 

Hasselmann 199 1). In this way. climate changes in the ocean can be studied whereby the 

coupling to the atmosphere is prescribed by a surface boundary condition representing a crude 

model of amospheric behavior. The type of surface boundary condition chosen to represent 

the atmosphere will have an important influence on the ocean circulation and feedbacks in the 

coupled system. 

1.2.1.1 Restorine bounday conditions and rnixed boundarv conditions 

To dlow some feedback between ocean temperatures and surface heat flux, a restoring 

boundary condition is commonly used in which the surface temperature of the model ocean is 



continuousiy restored to some fixed effective temperature, which is cailed the restoring 

temperature (Haney 197 1). A simple, linear, Newtonian damping boundary condition can be 

used due to the dependence of loiigwave ernission, sensible heating and evaporation (hence 

latent heat fluxes) on temperature. The upper layer of the ocean is typically restored to an 

appropriate reference temperature on a fast time scale of 1-2 months. This restoring boundary 

condition takes the form of a variable flux (in Watts rn*'). This approach is cornrnonly referred 

to as 'Haney restoring boundary conditions' and is used to spin up ocean models to an 

equilibrium sïate. An important point to consider is that this pararneterization implies a model 

of an atmosphere whose temperature always remains fixed. It is therefore clear that the 

restoring boundary condition as suggested by Haney was not intended ro be used for climate 

variability experiments. Other formulations have been suggested such as Rahmstorf and 

Willebrand (1995) which represent the atmosphenc heat transport parametncally and may 

have a somewhat wider range of validity. imposing boundary conditions that pararneterize the 

atmospheric feedbacks more realistically and investigating their impact on the variability of 

the thermohaline circulation h a  been the focus of several studies (Rahmstorf 1994; Cai and 

Godfrey 1995: Chen and Ghil 1995). 

Freshwater fluxes at the ocean surface which are due to evaporation. precipitation. 

river runoff, or ice changes may be represented in ocean models as a surface boundary 

condition on salinity. Evaporation is mainly a function of the air-sea temperature difference 

while the distribution of precipitation depends on complex small- and large-scale atmospheric 

processes. The restonng condition on salinity incorrectly implies that the amount of 

precipitation or evaporation at any given place depends upon the local sea surface salinity. In 

uncoupled models. this problem is typicdly resolved by imposing either specified salinity 

fluxes or a salinity flux which depends weakiy on the atrnosphere-ocean temperature 

difference (Weaver and Hughes 1992). Many researchen have used mixed boundary 

conditions (i.e., a restoring boundary condition on temperature and a flux boundary condition 

on salinity) to drive ocean models. Since sea-surface salinity is known more accurately than 

surface freshwater Ruxes, the implementation of mixed boundary conditions is usually 

preceded by a spin up phase in which the model surface sdinity is also restored toward a 

given salinity field. At the equilibrium by the end of this spin up phase, a freshwater flux is 

diagnosed from the restoring term and used to force the model surface saiinity. At this point 

the sea surface salinity is free to evolve. If the final state of the restoring boundary condition 



case were stable under a switch to mixed boundary conditions, then no change in the mode1 

computed solution should occur. Instead, rnany different kinds of behavior have been found, 

ranging from the polar haiocline catastrophe (Bryan 1986ab) (descnbed below, Section 

1.2.2), to "flushes" (Marotzke 1989; Weaver and Sarachik 199 1 b), low frequency oscillations 

(Marotzke l989), and decadal time-scale oscillations (Weaver and Sarachik 199 1 a). 

1.2.1.2 Fixed flux boundarv conditions 

The recent finding of intemal decadal scale variability in models forced only with 

fixed buoyancy fluxes allows for the possibility that this kind of variability is not tmly 

thermohdine (Le., does not involve the interplay of heat and salt). The fixed flux expenment 

is a simplification of the onginal rnixed boundary conditions experirnent that retains the 

timescale of the original variability as well as the prominence of slow boundary-propagating 

disturbances (Greatbatch and Peterson 1996). The former experiment is obtained from the 

latter by fixing the heat as well as the salt flux (double flux). Assurning a linear equation of 

state (its nonlinearity is not important here), the problem can be recast in rems of a single 

buoyancy variable (single flux). 

The relatively long timescale of interdecadal oscillations suggests a fundamental 

oceanic contribution. Coupled aimosphere-ocean rnodels have reproduced observed patterns 

of interdecadd variability involving the thermohaline circulation (Delworth et al. 1993). A 

dynamical atmospheric component does not seem necessary to reproduce this variability since 

Greatbatch and Zhang (1995) found very sirnilar oscillations in an ideaiized ocean basin 

forced by constant heat fluxes. Decadal oscillations have also been described previously in 

ocean models forced with mixed boundary conditions (Weaver and Sarachik 199 1 b), but such 

boundary conditions do not properly represent the Large scale atmosphere-ocean interactions 

(Zhang et ai. 1993). Consequently, severai studies have analyzed the variability in noncoupled 

ocean models forced by fixed surface Buxes. Numerous ocean models forced by constant flux 

boundary conditions for both temperature and salinity were found to generate purely oceanic 

decadal-scale variability (Huang and Chou 1994; Chen and Ghil 1995; Winton 1996; 

Greatbatch and Peterson 1996). 

Huck et al. (1999) employ only temperature as a simple means to deal with density 

such that the heat forcing should be considered as a global buoyancy term. They perfomed an 

extensive parameter sensitivity analysis of the oscillatory behavior and found that the 



oscillations stand out as a robust geostrophic feature whose amplitude is mainly controlled by 

the horizontal difisivity. Various expenments with different geometry and forcing were 

conducted and did no& support the necessity of viscous numerical boundary waves or any 

boundary in sustaining the oscillations. 

1.2.2 The polar halocline catastrophe 

An abrupt change often demonstrated in ocean circulation simulations is the polar 

halocline catastrophe. This event marks the swirch between polar siniung with convection in 

polar regions, and equatorial sinking with no polar convection. Several researchers have 

described the interna1 oscillation between these states including in two- dimensional (zonally 

averaged) models (Wright and Stocker 199 1 ), three dimensional frictional geostrophic models 

(Winton and Sarachik 1993; Zhang et al. 1993), and in the Bryan-Cox primitive equation 

ocean general circulation model (Bryan 1986b). 

Bryan (1986b) demonstrated that multiple equilibria of the thermohaline circulation 

could exist in a two-hemisphere, three-dimensional ocean general circulation model forced by 

symmetric mixrd boundary conditions and wind stress. The ocean general circulation model 

was spun up to equilibrium under restoring boundary conditions and then the salt flux 

required to maintain this steady state was diagnosed and rnixed boundary conditions were 

irnposed (Bryan 1986b). The steady state attained by the restoring condition was unstable 

under mixed boundary conditions and a polar halocline catastrophe resulted. This involved the 

artificiai generation of a freshwater cap at high latitudes that slowly moved towards the 

equator until a complete collapse of the themohaline circulation occurred a few decades later 

(Bryan 1986a). By adding two psu of salt to the high latitude regions of both hemispheres 

immediateiy upon switching to mixed boundary conditions, Bryan (1986a,b) was able to 

obtain a stable, symmetric two-ce11 equilibrium under rnixed boundary conditions. Bryan's 

(1986a,b) perturbation expenments demonstrated mechanisms such as the convective 

feedback and advective feedback (described in Section 2.3) and have since become key 

concepts in our understanding of multiple equilibria Bryan (1986% b) discovered that srnail, 

finite-amplitude perturbations to the surface salinity budget could induce rapid transitions 

between equilibria He also showed that sudden changes in the deep water formation rates 

were possible, not only in box models, but also in general circulation models, giving more 



weight to Broecker's et al.3 (1985) speculation (see Section 1.1). Great interest in these 

phenornena anses because of their implications for climate variability. 

Broecker and Denton (1990) discuss the possibility that transitions in and out of 

penods of glaciation were accompanied by major reorganizations of the atmosphere-ocean 

system and of the ocean circulation in particular. The reason the ocean is important is because 

of its ability to store and transport heat. Recent work has been directed at exarnining the 

robustness of this behavior as the surface boundary conditions on the mode1 are made more 

redistic. For example. Weaver et al. i 1993 j have shown that including a srochasuc component 

to the surface freshwater flux increases the frequency of 'flushes' and decreases their 

intensity. These authors have also show that the structure of the surface freshwater flux is 

very important for determining the behavior of a mode1 upon a switch to mixed boundary 

conditions. In particular, strong high latitude freshening seems to be important for a polar 

haiocline catastrophe to occur. Zhang et al. (1993) suggest that the darnping time scale for sea 

surface temperature anomalies should be of the order of hundreds of days, which would lead 

to less temporal variability of the ocean to atmosphere heat flux. This, in turn, would make 

that polar haloclinr catastrophe harder to trigger. Zhang et al. (1993) also demonstrare that the 

polar halocline catastrophe is less likely to occur if the surface to atmosphere heat flux is held 

fixed, corresponding to an infinitely long darnping tirne scale. 

Results from ocean-only models rnust be treated with considerable caution as the 

response of the atmospheric circulation to changes in the ocean is neglected. In ocean-only 

models one is limited to using approximations through the parameterkation for the thermal 

surface boundary condition. It is rather obvious that the atmosphere would show a drarnatic 

response to a basin-averaged heating of more that 100 ~ r n ' ~  which is associated with a flush. 

This remark also applies to other forms of ocean variability where the atmospheric response 

may be less dramatic but nevertheless important. Rahmstorf and Willebrand (1995) 

demonstrated that changes in surface temperature are crucial for the behavior of the 

themohaline circulation and should not be neglected. They descnbed a negative temperature 

advection feedback with a generally stabilizing influence on the thermohaline circulation. 

This feedback depends heavily on the heat exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere. 

The negative temperature feedback regulates the strength of the ovemiming in the following 

way: weak ovemiming leads to a reduced poleward heat transport, cold high-latihide surface 

temperanires, and thus enhanced density and deep water formation. With Haney restoring 



boundary conditions, strong coupiing to a fixed restoring temperature suppresses this 

important feedback. Rahmstorf and Willebrand (1995) concluded that due to the temperature 

feedbacks, the conveyor belt circulation is more stable than previous mode1 studies suggested. 

1.2.3 Positive feedback and multiple equilibria 

Many studies of transitions between different equilibrium states have focused on salinity 

changes in the North Atlantic convection regions. This area is a sensitive region to the 

srability of the thermohaline circulation. The main reason for the nonlinear behavior of the 

ocean circulation is the existence of positive feedback mechanisms. We know of at least two 

major positive feedbacks that affect the large scale thermohaline circulation; an advective and 

a convective feedback. 

The advective feedback refers to the mechanism whereby the thermohaline circulation 

advects salty water northward in the Atlantic, this enhances salinity and density in the nonh, 

which in tum maintains the thermohaline circulation (Stommel 196 1 ; Bryan 1986b) (see 

Section 1.1 ). Due to the coovective feedback. convective vertical mixing continua11 y removes 

freshwater from the surface in areas of net precipitation. It thus prevents the formation of a 

fresh light surface layer that could stop convection (Welander 1982; Lenderink and Haarsrna 

1994). 

Both feedbacks can reinforce an existing circulation pattern and help maintain it once 

initiated. This enables several different stable circulation patterns. Le. multiple equilibrium 

states of the circulation are possible. Transitions between different modes of circulation can 

lead to major regional climate changes and can even have a global effect (see Section 1.1). 

1 .2.3.l Advective s ~ i n  down 

The mode transition associated with the advective feedback is called an advective spin 

down. It has a centennial time scale and is caused by long term changes in climatic forcing, 

such as an increase in net precipitation or a warming of the atmosphere near a deep water 

formation region. The freshwater forcing increases beyond a threshold such that the 

circulation can no longer be maintained, and the salt advection positive feedback leads to a 

reversai of flow. This stability behavior can be reproduced with ocean general circulation 

models (Rahmstorf 1995; Rahmstorf 1996). 



L 2 - 3 2  Convective instability 

The mode transition associated with the convective feedback is called a convective 

instability. It is a more dramatic process, leading to circulation changes on a time scale of a 

decade or so. This mechanism could explain some of the abrupt climate changes seen in the 

ice core record, e.g., the Younger Dryas event (Weaver and Hughes 1992). There are two 

types of convective instability: a basin-wide event (polar halocline catastrophe; see Section 

2.2) and a local one. A basin-wide convective instability interrupts al1 deep water formation in 

the ocean basin and leads to a rapid collapse of the themohaline circulation (Bryan 1987). 

Weiander's (1982) conceptual model demonstrates that the upper ocean is connected to the 

deep ocean only through convective mixing, and coupled to the atmosphere via mixed 

boundary conditions. In a certain range of forcing parameters, there exisrs a regime with two 

stable equilibria, one with convection and one without, depending only on initial conditions. 

A negative density perturbation at the surface stops convection. Once convection is off, 

freshwater accumulates in the surface box, reinforcing the collapsed mode. in contrast, a 

localized convective instability shuts down convection in one area and leads to a 

remangement of convection patterns without shutting down the large scale circulation. For 

cxample, it can cause a shift of convection from the Greenland Sea to a different location 

south of Iceland. Although not as drarnatic as a complete shutdown of the circulation, shifts in 

convection pattern can also have a major effect on climate (Rahmstorf 1994). 

The circulation changes discussed above could also occur as a passive response of the 

ocean to changes in the forcing; however, the positive oceanic feedbacks make the response 

highly nonlinear. These feedbacks can strongly arnplify the reaction of the climate system to 

fairly gradua1 and subtle forcing changes. 

1 .W. 1 MiIlennidcentennial oscillations and mixed boundary conditions 

Apart from the mode changes. the themohaline ocean circulation cm also sustain 

more or less regular oscillations of decadai to millennial time scale (Weaver et al. 1993; 

Winton and Sarachik 1993). For example, Winton and Sarachik (1993) generated millenial 

scaie oscillations by enhancing the diagnosed equilibnum salt flux upon the switch to rnixed 

boundary conditions. They detail the dynamics of such oscillations as well as centennial scale 

"loop" oscillations produced in a three-dimensional ocean model with ideaiized geometry and 



somewhat simplified dynamics. The deep decoupling oscillation is a mode of long t e m  

variability which involves an oscillation between two near-equilibrium States, one where the 

thermohaline circulation is strong (the coupled phase), and one where the thermohaline 

circulation is weak (the decoupled phase). During the strong phase, the thermohaline 

circulation is gradua11 y reduced due to the freshwater forcing. ültimatel y, the high latitude 

conditions become such that convection breaks down, sirnilar to a polar halociine catastrophe, 

and the thermohaline circulation becomes very weak. Subsequently, the deep ocean is 

diffusively heated over a time of order 1,000 years, until finally static instability at high 

latitudes occurs. Then al1 of the heat is released in a spectacular flush lasting for about a 

decade. Marotzke (1989) has also found a similar event in an ocean general circulation mode1 

with idealized geometry. The thermohaiine circulation that cm exceed 100 Sv ( 1 Sv = KI6 

m3s-') during the flush is dien reestablished, and the cycle starts again. The details of the 

oscilIation cm Vary. 

The deep decoupling oscillation can occur if the freshwater forcing is sufficiently 

strong so that the state with strong themohaline circulation cannot reach equilibriurn. but not 

so strong that a substantiai thermohaline circulation is prevented at al1 times. It is not clear 

whether such conditions ever existed in the real climate system, but there is some evidence 

from the paleo-record that rapid events involving the Atlantic thermohaiine circulation have 

actually occurred (Broecker et al. 1985) (see Section 1.1). Note that the time scales for both 

the convective breakdown as well as the flush are clearly decadal, although the overall period 

of this oscilIation is millenial. 

In summary, when mixed boundary conditions are used, the thermohaline circulation 

seems to be unstable: multiple thermohaiine circulation equilibria (Stommel 196 1 ; Bryan 

1986a,b; Manabe and Stouffer 1988; Marotzke et al. 1988; Marotzke and Willebrand 1991; 

Quon and Ghil 1992; Marotzke 1994) and oscillations ranging from ten to thousands of years 

(Marotzke 1989; Mikoloajewicz and Maier-Reimer 1990; Weaver and Sarachik 199 1 a,b; 

Weaver et al. 1991; Chen 1993; Winton and Sarachik 1993; Quon and Ghil 1995; Winton 

1995; Edwards et al. 1999) are found. 

Oceanic variability at different spatial and temporal scaies has emerged from the 

studies descnbed above. Somewhat different mechanisms appear to be responsible for the 

oscillatory or quasi-oscillatory oceanic behavior in different modeling scenarios. Most of 

these snidies consider the ocean alone, although attempts have been made to examine 



atmosphere/ocean and sea ice/ocean interactions. The ocean-only experiments, because of 

their relative simplicity, should be usehl for isolating the mechanism of the variability. 

1.2.4.2 Decadal oscillations and mixed bounrlarv conditions 

Several studies of ocean-only models forced with mixed boundary conditions (Weaver 

and Sarachik 199 1 b; Chen and Ghil 1995; Yin and Sarachik 1995; Lenderink and Haarsma 

1999) exhibit robust decadal-scale variability related to the thermohaiine circulation. Weaver 

md Saachik ( 199 1b) and Yin and Sarachik (1995) associate this behavior with the location of 

the convection regions altering in response to the advection of salinity anomalies within the 

subpolar gyre. The creation and melt of sea ice cm dso influence the location and strength of 

convection regions (Zhang et al. 1995; Lenderink and Haarsma 1996) and hence play a role in 

the variability of the themohaline circulation. A third type of oscillation, termed a loop 

oscillation by Winton and Sarachik ( 1993) and also discussed by Weaver et al. ( 1993) and by 

Mikolajewicz and Maier-Reimer (1990), is associated with the transport of anomalies by the 

meridional ovemiming circulation. 

Weaver and Sarachik (199 1 b) first reported decadal variability in an ocean mode1 

forced by mixed boundary conditions. These oscillations involved substantiai changes in the 

rhermohaline circulation, with deep water formation tuming on and shutting off during each 

cycle, and meridional heat transport changing by a factor of three. They described it as an 

advective, three-dimensional, high-latitude phenornenon. According to their description, a 

saline anomaly is first generated when warm and saline water frorn the separated western 

boundary current passes through a net evaporation region Iocated in the mid-ocean, between 

the subtropical and subpolar gyres. This positive density anomaly is then advected by the 

mean current to the eastem boundary. During this time interval, it is coovected down into the 

deeper ocean, leading to thenohdine circulation intensification. The intensified themohaline 

circulation advects water more rapidly through the netevaporation region and hence the 

surface water becomes less saline than the previous loop. The area north of the region where 

E - P > O and the surface water sinks is now less saline, slowing down the themohaline 

circulation. The tirne scale was set by the advection of anomalies between the subtropical gyre 

and the subpolar sinking region. The existence of transient variability was found to depend on 

the forcing, and in particular required suffciently strong freshwater fluxes (Weaver et al. 

1993). 



Lenderink and Haarsma (1999) investigated the mechanism causing a decadal 

oscillation in an ocean mode1 forced by mixed boundary conditions. The oscillation is similar 

to the oscillation described in Winton and Sarachik (1993), Weaver et al. (1993), and Yin and 

Sarachik ( 1995). The oscillation is charactenzed by large fluctuations in convective activi ty 

and atmospheric heat flux in a relatively small area in the northeastem part of the basin. When 

the convective area is shrinking, an increasing arnount of fresh water from the polar boundary 

of the basin is now flowing with a southward surface flow into the convective area. This 

causes a gradua1 surface freshening and eventualiy leads (in combination with the stabilizing 

effect of subsurface cooling due to the release of heat to the atmosphere) to the suppression of 

convection. In the absence of convection, the subsurface temperature rises due to the 

northward adiection of warm water at the subsurface. Ais0 the southward advection of fresh 

water decreases. This tiggers convection again, and enables an expansion of the convective 

area. Thereafter the whole cycle starts again. Lenderink and Haarsma (1999) conclude that 

oscillarions obtained with mixed boundary conditions seem to be caused by a complex 

interaction between temperature and salinity effects. These oscillations are commonly 

characterized by relatively large fluctuations in convective activity, aidsea heat Rux, rapid 

surface salinity changes and changes in the strength of the meridional overturning rate on an 

(inter)decadai time scale. 

Greatbatch and Peterson (1996), in agreement with Winton (L996), argued that 

oscillations are mainly caused by propagating waves along the boundary of the basin, and that 

the convective activity is due to these propagating waves. They suggested that these waves are 

sufficiently slowed along the weakly stratified polar boundaries, where convection take place, 

to give nse to decadal periods. 

1.2.4.3 Fixed flux boundarv conditions and decadal variability 

Decadal-scale variability related to the thermohaline circulation has been shown in 

several studies of ocean-only models forced with îixed flux boundary conditions (Huang and 

Chou 1994; Greatbatch and Zhang 1995; Winton 1997; Huck et al. 1999). Several researchers 

have show that fixed flux variability involves the cycling of a density anomaly (Huang and 

Chou 1994; Greatbatch and Zhang 1995; Chen and Ghil 1995). When a dense anomdy is in 

the sinking region, it accelerates the ovemiming, casting up a buoyant anomaly, which 



subsequently retards the overtuming to the point where the fixed buoyancy fluxes conven it to 

a dense anornaly once again. 

Greatbatch and Peterson ( 1996). in agreement with Winton (1 W6), proposed an 

explanation for decadal oscillations based on the propagation of frictional boundary waves. 

They suggested that these waves are slowed dong the weakly stratified polar boundaries, 

where convection takes place, thus giving rise to decadd periods. In contrast, Huck et al. 

(1999) did not find any evidence for this mechanism in their snidy and they suggest that a 

boundary wave propagation mechanism is not always appropriate. They showed that their 

oscillations were primarily geostrophically dnven, very sensitive to darnping by horizontal 

diffusion, and more likely to be generated by a strong circulation. In addition. the initial 

perturbation appeared in the regions of strongest surface cooling and the amplification of the 

anomalies around the iuestern boundary was geostrophically dnven. 

1.3 Current research questions 

1.3. I Role of infernal parameters 

Several studies have performed parameter sensitivity analyses for th e vertical a 

horizontal difisivities (Winton and Sarachik 1993; Yin and Sarachik 1995; Huck et al. 1999). 

Huck et al. (1999) found horizontal temperature diffusion to be the most criticai damping term 

for the variability. They suggested that there is a cntical value of the horizontal diffusivity 

above which oscillations are damped out. Their study aiso showed that the horizontal 

diffusion controls the regularity of the oscillation, its amplitude, and period such that 

increasing the value lengthened the oscillation penod and reduced the amplitude. According 

to Huck et al. (1999), vertical diffusion has a driving role on the variability (through its 

influence on the meridional overtuming). while horizontal diffusion has a crucial damping 

role. Their snidy showed that interdecadai oscillations stand out as a robust geostrophic 

feature of themiohdine circulation models forced by constant surface fluxes in idealized 

geometry, but their amplitude and period is controlled by parameterized subgrid-scale 

diffusion processes. 

Winton and Sarachik (1993) examined themiohdine circulation sensitivity to 

variations in the vertical diffusivity and found that increased vertical diffusivity stabilizes 

oscillating solutions into steady, thermaily direct circulations. They found that deep 

decoupling oscillations appeared in both two-and three-dimensional models, but that they 



occur over a much broader range of forcing in the three-dimensional model. They showed that 

this was due to heat and salt transports by the horizontal plane motions in the three- 

dimensionai model that intensify in the upper polar ocean in response to the formation of a 

hdocline and evenniall y destabilize it. Increasing the wind stress in the three-dimensional 

mode1 stabilized oscillating solutions. In addition, their snidy showed that the amplitude, 

shape and period of the oscillations are also sensitive to the strength of the salinity forcing. 

From an ocean-only model with mixed boundary conditions, Yin and Sarachik ( 1995) 

produced interdecadal oscillations that depended prirnarily on advective and convecrive 

processes. They found that these oscillations were not sensitive to either the detailed 

distribution of subpolar freshwater flux or the horizontal diffusivity. Yin and Sarachik (1995) 

also carried out sensitivity expenrnents to surface wind stress. They found that the regime of 

model interdecadal oscillations was sensitive to variations in wind stresses. It turned out that 

the model could be brought into a regime of multiple timescale oscillations superposed on 

each other when the magnitude of the wind stress changes. These authors suggested that the 

efFect of wind stress is indirect: it contributes to the horizontal heat transport in the upper 

ocean, but it  is not essential to the formation of deep water. Because wind stresses play an 

important role in  surface fresh water and subsurface heat transports, it is not surprising that 

the parameter regime of interdecadal oscillations shows strong sensitivity to it. These authors 

plan to investigate the nature of the transition Frorn different rnodel parameter regimes. 

1.3.2 Use of idealized saltjluxes 

As reported by Greatbatch and Zhang (1995) and Huang and Chou (1994), 

respectively for the thermally and salinity driven circulations, zonally uniform buoyancy 

fluxes (varying with latitude) c m  induce decadal oscillations. Cai et al. (1995) added that a 

small zona1 redistribution of surface buoyancy fluxes, diagnosed at equilibrium under 

restoring boundary conditions, triggers interdecadal variability. 

Huck et al. (1999) showed that decadal oscillations appear spontaneously under 

zonally uniform constant heat flux (varying with latitude) in a large redistic range of 

parameters. Under diagnosed heat fluxes frorn the restoring mns, they observed an 

intensification of the variability in the western regions compared to the variability under 

zonally uniform averaged fluxes. Their diagnosed fluxes, also strongly intensified in the 



western regions especially because of the intense cooling above the warm westem boundary 

current, likely infiuenced the local stability of the circulation. 

1.3.3 Znflrtence of topogmpliy 

Edwards et al. (1998) used a frictional geostrophic model to examine how the stability 

of the thermohaline circulation is affected by idealized topographic variations and the 

presence or absence of wind stress. They found that a large scale bottom slope up toward the 

north or the W e s t  could significantiy destabilize the circulation by modifying the barotropic 

flow and reducing the depth of convection. The presence of an upward sloping bottom 

significantly reduced the stability of the solution to deep decoupling oscillations. They 

reponed thar convection and topographic forcing interact strongly and nonlinearly, and their 

results suggest that the westward diversion of sinking fluid and the reduced depth of 

convection both contribute significantly to the destabilization of the flow. In addition, they 

concluded that up dope leads to a significant reduction in period, while removing the wind 

stress also reduces the period. It appeared that wind forcing could promote destabilization by 

salinity advection toward the northern wall. prernaturely ending the collapsed phase and 

reducing the oscillation period. In their study. a slope to the east did not destabilize the flow. 

Winton (1997) compared the response of flat and bowl-shaped basins to fixed heat 

fluxes of various magnitudes, and determined that coastal topography had a considerable 

damping influence upon internai decadal oscillations of the thermohaline circulation. In 

addition ro having a smaller amplitude, the bowl mode1 produced qualitatively different 

oscillations than the box-shaped model. In rnixed boundary condition experiments, Moore and 

Reason (1993) and Weaver et al. (1994) found that their models oscillated with fiat bottoms 

but were steady when topography was included. Winton (1997) suggested that, because the 

mixed boundary condition modeis (Moore and Reason 1993; Weaver et ai. 1994) exhibited 

the same sensitivity to topography as the fixed flux boundary condition model, a single 

mechanism underlies the intemal decadal variabilities of both. 

Yin and Sarachik (1995) performed two experiments under restoring boundary 

conditions: one with topography and the other without. They found that the freshwater flux 

diagnosed from the equilibrium with the topography is different from the freshwater flux 

diagnosed from the equilibrium without the topography. These authors showed that inclusion 

of topography can lead to an overall change in the circulation and surface freshwater flux. In 



conclusion, Y in and Sarachi k ( 1995) reported that topography does not necessarily destroy 

oscillations. as Moore and Reason (1993) suggested. but simply changes the freshwater flux. 

1.3.4 Reseurch focus 

This thesis is presented in the foollowing form. Chapter 2 contains a description of the 

ocean rnodel and an outiine of the experimental design. The following three chapters report 

the experirnents designed to examine the influence of internai model parameters. extemal 

Forcing, topography, and initiai conditions on the model behavior. It is shown that ocean 

models have several key sensitivities that potentially lead to the instability of the thermohaline 

circulation. Slight alterations to the design of the numerical ocean model resuked in very 

different types of rnodel behavior. This study offers an important perspective conceming the 

validity of ocean rnodeling studies by exarnining how typical rnzthodologies c m  produce 

widely divergent behavior. Chapter 3 reports the experiments that examined the influence of 

intemal parameters on the flow characteristics and oscillatory behavior of the model. This 

section verifies the significance of internai parameters in determining the resulting ocean 

circulation. Chapter 4 presents the results h m  the experiments that andyzed the impact of 

surface boundary conditions on the thermohaline circulation. It is shown that the zonai 

variability of the salinity fluxes is critical in maintaining a steady overturning circulation. 

Chapter 5 descnbes the expenments conducted with different idealized topographies. These 

experimenrs showed the wide range of behavior that is possible when two dimensional 

diagnosed salinity fluxes are used with varying topographies. The conciusions are presented 

in Chapter 6.  



2. Mode1 description and exaeriments 

2.1 Description 

2.1.1 Governing equations 

Three-dimensional ocean general circulation models are useful tools for process 

studies of the role of the ocean, and in particular its themohaline component, in funire and 

past climate change and variability. The primitive equation model used in this snidy is the 

well-tested and widely used Bryan-Cox ocean general circulation model based on the 

pioneering work of Bryan (1969) and described by Cox (1981) and Pacanowski et al. (1991). 

The notation used is standard. 

The equations that govern the oceanic f low in diis model are the horizontal and 

vertical momentum balance. conservation of heat and salt, mass continuity, and the equation 

of state. Several simplifying assumptions are made based on Our understanding of the narure 

of large scaie oceanic flow. Two assumptions are made in the momentum equations: 

1) The hydrostatic approximation is used in which al1 terms of the vertical mornentum 

balance are neglecred except gravity and the vertical pressure gradient force. This 

allows verticai motion to be a diagnostic variable rather than a prognostic variable: 

2) The Boussinesq approximation is applied so that small variations of density are 

neglected in the horizontal pressure gradient t e n .  This assumption both simplifies the 

momentum equations and also filters out sound waves that are unimportant to the 

oceanic flow. In assuming non-divergence of the oceanic flow mass, continuity is 

simpiified and vertical motion can be calculated diagnostically. 

The numericd methods applied to solve the goveming equations use a finite grid of 

points. The processes that occur on scales below the resolution of the model grid need to be 

parametenzed. Eddy viscosities and difisivities are typically used (see Section 2.1 A). 

The seven goveming equations in seven variables are cast in spherical coordinates ($, 

h, z) where $ is the latitude, h the longitude, and z the depth. The variables are zond, 

mendional and vertical velocity (u, v, w), temperature (T), sdinity (S), pressure (p), and 

density (p). The equations below are taken from Semtner (1 986): 

au -1 -+Aw++Arn(v2.+ ap -+M(u) - f i=  (2.1) 
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And the Coriolis parameter, 

AMV, A b I ~ ,  ADv, and ADH are the coefficients of vertical and horizontal eddy 

viscosities and vertical and horizontal eddy diffusivities respectively (described below). 

The equation of state (Eq. 2.7; Pond and Pickard 1983) is a nonlineu function of 

temperature, salinity and pressure. B ryan and Cox ( 1 972) have developed a pol ynomiai 

expansion of this equation suitable for modeling. In this study, intense vertical diffusion of 

temperature and saiinity homogenizes the column when it becomes unstable (Cox 1984). This 

process is perfomed implicitly and does not require funher iterations. An enhanced value of 

the vertical eddy diffusivity (ADv) is used for convective adjustment and its value in this set of 

experirnents is lo4 cm2/s. This value is four orders of magnitude larger than the typical value 

for ADv. 

2.1.2 Boundary conditions 

In this model the only source of heat and salinity forcing is at the upper surface. A no- 

flux condition is imposed at the side-walls and bottom. There is a no-slip (u,v=O) condition 

for the vertical side walls. At the bottom boundary, the flow is constrained to be parallel to the 

bottom topography. For the initial series of expenments, the model has a flat bottom, and w=O 

at the bottom. The imposed bottom friction determines the condition on u and v, 

where CD, the drag coefficient, is 1.3 x 10.' and a, the turning angle, is -10' for this study. 



The ngid lid approximation ( w d  at z=0) is used as the upper boundary condition for the 

vertical velocity. This condition filters out high frequency surface gravity inertia waves and 

thus allows a larger time step for the model. The atmospheric winds force the horizontal 

momentum at the upper surface. This is diagnosed by using wind stresses (g,t) from 

observation of the atmosphere or by using an anaiytic function to approximate them. The 

second approach was taken for this shidy such that surface winds are prescribed by the 

following anaiytic representation, 

where the wind Suess is in units of dynes/cm2. This choice is designed to give a two- 

gyre circulation in the North Atlantic as this is the approximate region of the model domain. 

There are two common approaches to the parameterization of the upper boundary 

condition for temperature and salinity: 1) restonng temperatures and salinities to prescribed 

values; and, 2) prescribed heat and salt fluxes. Haney (1971) developed the technique of 

restoring boundary conditions on temperature for parameterizing the heat flux. Heat exchange 

at the ocean surface depends on the downward solar radiation, the upward flux of Iongwave 

radiation, sensible heat flux, and the latent heat flux. These contributions were linearized and 

presented by Haney (197 1) in the following form, 

where H is the heat flux into the ocean and T' is the ocean surface temperature. The 

effective temperature T* includes the contribution of latent and sensible heating. The diffusion 

constant, D, is empirically derived using climatological data of surface vapor pressure, wind 

speed, cloud cover, and vansfer coefficients. In general, T' and D Vary spatiaily and 

temporally (Yuen et al. 199 1). The variation of D is small and T' is not significantly different 

from the atmospheric temperature at the ocean surface away from the equator and poles. 



A restoring boundary condition for the salinity flux is not justified by any physical 

mechanism. This method implies that the salinity field is forced by the difference between 

evaporation and precipitation. Although the surface temperature of the ocean directly affects 

the heat flux, the freshwater flux is not driven by a similar feedback. Evaporation and 

precipitation are independent of the surface salinity and evaporation is a function of 

temperature. It is the ease of implementing a restonng boundary condition on the salinity flux 

and its garantee of simulating prescribed conditions that has Ied to its widespread use in 

ocean general circulation models. 

Restonng boundary conditions are typically used until an equilibriurn state has been 

achieved. The salt flux is then diagnosed and used for further integration of the model ocean. 

The stability of the equilibrium to the new mixed surface boundary condition has been the 

subject of considerable interest (Lenderink and Haarsma 1999; Edwards er al. 1998; Chen and 

Ghil 1995; Winton and Sarachik 1993; Weaver and Sarachik 199 1 a,b; Marotzke 199 1). 

In this work restoring boundary conditions are used for both temperature and salinity 

(Haney 197 1)  during the initial spin up phase. The restoring values are taken from the Levitus 

( 1982) data set. Both the restonng temperatures and salinities are hnctions of latitude only 

and do not Vary temporally. The diffusion constant, D, is constant spatially and ternporally, 

and corresponds to a restoring tirne scale of 50 days for a 50 m upper layer. More detailed 

descriptions of the model configuration and boundary conditions c m  be found in severd other 

studies (Gough 199 1 ; Gough and Lin 1992; Gough and Welch 1994). 

2.1.3 Numetics 

Given the assumptions mentioned above, the seven dependent variables are reduced to 

four prognostic variables: the two components of horizontal motion, temperature and salinity. 

Vertical motion is diagnostically calculated through the mass continuity equation (Eq. 2.4). 

The equation of state is used to calculate density (Eq. 2.7). 

Calculations were perfomed for an Arakawa B grid (Arakawa 1966) which is used for 

its energy and conservation properties. Temperature and salinity are evaluated on one grid 

while the horizontal veiocities are evaluated on another grid displaced half a grid interval in 

both horizontal directions. Vertical velocity is calculated at both sets of g i d  points half a level 

above and below the horizontal grids. 



The uniform grid spacing is 2' latitude by 2' longitude. and covers a domain from 20' 

- 70%, 0'- 60% of the North Atlantic. There are ten vertical levels, Listed in (Gough md Lin 

1992). These vertical layers increase with depth permitting higher resolution in the more 

active thermocline region. 

Ail equations use leap frog finite differences that are centered in time, except for the 

Coriolis term that is treated semi-implicitly and the diffusive terms that are evaluated using 

values from the previous time step. This method of evaluation of the Coriolis term enables a 

larger tirne step to be used. The technique chosen for the diffusive iems ensures numencal 

stability. A fonvard time step is performed every 20 steps to suppress the growth of the 

cornputational mode in the leap frog scheme. There are several numerical constraints on the 

time step and on the eddy viscosities and eddy diffusivities due to the type of grid and the 

numerical schemes used (Bryan et al. 1975). 

2.1.4 Parameterizatiun in ocean models 

Coarse resolution rnodels (> 1') are dependent on tunable parameters used to 

approximate sub-grid scde processes. These models are not capable of resolving mesoscale 

eddies, salt fingering, double diffusion, intemal breaking waves, and convectioii. Mesoscale 

eddies mix laterally and have traditionally been represented by horizontal diffusion. The 

venical rnixing of temperature, sd t  and other ocean tracers is caused by sait fingering, double 

diffusion and interna1 breaking waves. This has been represented as vertical or diapycnal 

diffusion (perpendicular to lines of constant density). Eddy diffusivities are used in the 

temperature and salinity equations (Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.6, respectively). The horizontal 

diffusivity coefficient is typically seven orden of magnitude larger than the vertical 

difisivity; however, the mode1 flow is very sensitive to the vertical diffusivity. Bryan (1987) 

found that the depth of the thermocline, the meridional and zona1 mass transport and the 

northward heat transport among other quantities depended on the value chosen for the eddy 

difisivity. Gough and Allakhverdova (1998) found modest variations of these eddy 

difisivity coefficients produced more of an impact than typical warming or cooling 

scenarios. 



2.2 Overview of experirnents 

In this work, the stability and variability properties of the thermohaline circulation 

were studied using a one-basin, couse-resolution ocean numericd model. Qualitative and 

quantitative characteristics of simulations generated with the three dimensional ocem mode1 

were examined by varying intemal parameters, surface boundary conditions and changes in 

topography. 

For the initial experirnents, statistical techniques (Gough and Welch 1994) were used 

ro design computer simulations to explore a five input parameter space of an ocean model. By 

simply shanging the tunable model inputs, widely divergent rnodel behavior was produced. 

These experiments were also conducted using rnixed boundary conditions with isohaline and 

isothermal initiai conditions. Compared to the models that were integrated with the steady 

state obtained at the end of the spin up. there were no qualitative and only rninor quantitative 

differences in the resulting ocean circulation. This test of the impact of the initial conditions 

in determining mode1 behavior showed that initial conditions are the least important of the 

factors considered in effecting the thermohaline circulation. 

in  subsequent experirnents, the initial simulations were run with new temperature and 

saiinity restoring boundary conditions. The values for the original boundary condition were 

selected Rom the Levitus (1982) data set. The new experiments used restoring boundary 

conditions with a sine distribution of temperature and salinity. The impact on the ocean model 

behavior of changing the surface boundary conditions was examined. In addition, al1 cases 

were mn with both two dimensionai salinity fluxes and zonally averaged saiinity fluxes. This 

allowed a cornparison of the influence of salinity forcing on the oscillatory behavior of the 

thermohaline circulation. 

A third serîes of experiments exarnined the influence of ocean basin topography on the 

model's oscillatory circulation. The original Rat-bottom ocean was modified to produce five 

new scenarios: a) north sloping; b) West sloping; c) south sloping; d) cast sloping; and e) 

bowl-shaped (north, West and east sloping). This analysis investigated whether more realistic 

bottom topography would stabilize the behavior of the thermohaline circulation. 

2.2.1 Equilibrium simulntions 

Beginning at an initial state of rest, dl  simulations were integrated to two thousand 

years. A split time step method was used (Bryan 1984). The temperature and salinity 



equations employed a two day time step whereas the momentum equations used a thirty 

minute time step. Due to the nature of the restonng field for the Levinis and sine restoring 

boundary conditions, a density driven circulation arose. Typically, there was downwelling in 

the north where the restoring density peaked and graduai upweliing throughout much of the 

remainder of the domain. A wind driven Ekman circulation was also generated in the upper 

ocean. 

2.2.2 Oscillntion experiments 

In order CO pnerate oscillations, a methodology sirnilar to Winton and Sarachik ( 1  993) 

and Edwards et al. (1998) was employed involving the magnification of the surface salt 

fluxes. Sait fluxes were diagnosed at the end of the equilibrium simulations. For each of the 

cases, the salinity flux was magnified by 1.5 and integrated for at least two thousand 

additional years. 



3. Im~act of interna1 parameters on the flow characteristics and oscillatorv behavior of 

an ocean peneral circulation model 

3.1 Introduction 

Coarse resolution ocean general circulation models are commonly used in process 

studies of the ocean circulation and climate change scenario simulations (Kattenberg et al. 

1996). These models are dependent on intemal parameters used to approximate sub-grid scale 

processes. The generd purpose of this study is to further our understanding of the sensitivity 

of a widely used ocean general circulation model (for model description see Chapter 2) to 

tunable parameter values. Twenty six expenments were designed, each having a unique 

combination of the intemal pararneter values, and integrated for several thousand years while 

the surface boundary conditions were held constant. These mode1 simulations were used to 

perform two analyses: 1)  the parameter space of the ocean general circulation model was 

explored and compared to previously published results; and, 2) the oscillatory behavior of the 

mode1 was examined under enhanced salt flux conditions. The exmination of the dependency 

of mode1 outputs on inputs reproduced known sensitivities of familiar flow field measures. 

3.2 hlethodology 

In these expenments, a five input parameter space was thoroughly explored using 

twenty six experiments using the mode1 described in Chapter 2. These five input parameters 

are the vertical and horizontal eddy diffusivities (ADv, ADH), the vertical and horizontal eddy 

viscosities (AMv, AMH), and the peak value of the wind stress (7,). The peak wind stress is 

varied by changing the coefficient of the sine term in Eq. 2.13 (in Chapter 2). The purpose of 

these experirnents was to determine the dependency of model outputs on the inputs (listed in 

Table 3.1). The methodology used was standard (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1 and 7.3.2). 

To ensure the efficient use of computing resources, statisticd techniques were 

employed to design the experiments and evaluate the model output (described below, Section 

3.2.2). 



Table 3.1. List of mode1 inputs and outputs 

1 

Vertical and horizontai eddy diffusivities (Aov. ADH) 1 Kinetic energy density (KE) 

Model inputs: 

1 

Vemcal and horizonmi eddy viscosities (AMV, AMH) 1 Peak value of the meridionai ovenurning streamfunction MMT) 

Model outputs: 

1 

Peak value of die wind stress (7,) 1 Nonhward heat transport (NHT) 

Number of convectivety unstable points (CONV) 
I 

1 Lowest temperature at the botrom level (TBOT) 
I 1 Salt flux strength (FS) 

3.2. I Experimental design 

A total of twenty six expenments (listed in Table 3.2) was performed to explore the 

parameter space defined by the ranges in Table 3.3. The range for each input parameter is 

covered by a grid with spacings of 1/25 of the range. For example, rhe twenty six runs for ADv 

ranged from 0.25, 1.04, . . ., 20.0. Each of these twenty six values appeared in one of the runs, 

but not necessarily in that order. To sarnple the five parameter input space uniformly, a Latin 

hypercube (LH) experimental design (McKay et al. 1979) was used. Within the class of LH 

designs. combinations of the five parameters were chosen by numericdly optirnizing a 

maximum design criterion (Johnson et al. 1990). This criterion chooses the combinations such 

that the design points are spread apart. Figure 3.1 shows the design combinations for ADV and 

ADH. It c m  be seen that the points are well spaced in two dimensions. The parameter 

combinations for al1 five inputs are listed in Table 3.2 for the twenty six experiments. In a 

more traditional approach one of the input parameters wouid be varied while the other four 

are held constant. if each of the five values were sarnpled by using three values, it would take 

3* (or 243) simulations. The twenty six run design actually used reduces computation by an 

order of magnitude. Moreover, spacing each input at twenty six levels rather than three allows 

the possibility of detecting highly nonlinear input-output relationships. 

Two of the original twenty six simulations failed to reach a steady equilibrium. These 

two mns, #5 and #26, had the lowest values of horizontal eddy diffusivity (0.296 x 10' cm% 

and 0.100 x 10' cm2/s, respectively). These results are consistent with Gough and Welch 

( 1994), where unstable behavior was detected for mns with low horizontal diffusivi ty. 



Table 3.2. List of experiments 

Run Vertical Honzonral 1 Verticai Horizontal Wind stress 

(rd 



O 5 10 15 20 

Vertical eddy di ffusivity 

Figure 3.1. Experirnental design combinations of Aov and ADH. 



Table 3.3. Input parameter ranges 

hput input symbol 

Vertical eddy di ffbsivity (cm%) Aov 
7 

Horizontal eddy di ffisivity j 10'cm'/s) ADH 

Vertical eddy viscosity (cm%) AMV 

Horizontal eddy viscosiry ( 1 ~~crn ' /s )  AMH 

Peak wind stress (dynes/cm'/s) TT, 

Minimum Revised minimum 

The output data from the twenty four simulations that reached an equilibnum were 

modeled using an approach descnbed in Sacks et al. (1989) and Welch et al. (1992) and used 

by Gough and Wclch (1994). Details may be found in these referencer. 

To describe the method briefly, let y denote one of the outputs. It is a function of the 

five inputs, x = (xi, ..., xs). Then. y(x) is rnodeled as if it were the realization of a stochastic 

process, 

Here Po is the mean of Y, and Z(x) has rnean O and correlation function R(x. x ' )  for the 

correlation betwern the two 2's at input vectors x and x ' .  

The correlation function R is critical to this modeling strategy. For many applications, 

the function 

has led to accurate prediction. The unknown parameters, and pi are estimated by maximum 

likelihood estimation. Mode1 (Eq. 3.1) leads to the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) of 

y(x) at an untried input vector x, 



where r is an n x 1 vector of correlations with element i given by R(x, xi) from (Eq. 3.2). y is 

the n x 1 vector of output values from the numerical model for a particular response, and xi is 

for run i in the çxperiment, RD is an n x n matrix of correlations between 2's at the design 

points with i, j given by R(x, xi) from (Eq. 3.2). 1 is an n x 1 vector of L's, and 

Po = 1 T ~ D ' l y /  1 r ~ o - l  l is the generalized least squares estimator of Bo. 
In contrast to regression models, this predictor is able to model nonlinear relationships 

without explicitly specifying the form of the nonlinearity. Similady. interaction effects 

between two or more input parameters need not be specifically modeled. The data identify 

complex features of the relationship automatically. 

Once the model is fitted, the input-output relationship can be explored via the BLUP 

(Eq. 3.3) without generating new simulations. For reliable exploration, however, the BLUP 

should provide accurate prediction. Prediction accuracy is often assessed via leave-one-out 

cross validation. The output y(xi) for simulation 1 is predicted from the BLUP (Eq. 3.3) built 

from al1 data except nin il denoted by Y . ~ ( X ~ )  to emphasize that run i is removed when 

computing y. Cornparison of y(Xi) and Y.~(x~) values for each output @es an indication of the 

reliability of the statistical methods. 

By first looking at familiar measures of the mode1 flow. statistical approximating 

functions were used to represent the ocean model. They were then used to estimate the 

importance of the various inputs on the value of severai zero dimensionai outputs. The 

exceptiondly large kinetic energy values are somewhat underpredicted. Othenvise. the ocean 

generd circulation model is reasonably predictable, and subsequent results and inferences 

about sensitivities appear to be based on reliable approximations. 

The statistical approximating functions reproduced known model sensitivities. For 

example, scaling relationships between the vertical eddy difisivity and the meridional 

ovemiming streamfunction, the northward heat transport, and the zona1 ovemiming 

strearnfunction were produced within the values reported in the literature (Bryan 1987; Colin 

de Verdiere 1988; Bryan 199 1; Winton 1996; Gough and Allakhverdova 1998). In addition, 

the dependence of the ovemiming streamfunction on the horizontal eddy diffusivity was 

examined. Cross validation analysis showed that the statistical approximating functions 



3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Dependencies of output on input -jlowfieId measures 

One of the main purposes of these expenments was to examine the parameter space of 

a well distributed ocean generai circulation model. Two of the original twenty six simulations 

failed to reach a steady equilibrium. These two runs, #5 and #26, had the lowest values of 

horizontal eddy diffusivity (0.296 x 10' cm% and 0.100 x 10' cm%, respectively). Previous 

studies have also shown that unstable behavior occurs for runs with low horizontal diffusivity 

(Gough and Welch 1994). 

3.3.1.1 Flow field measures 

i> Kinetic energy density (KE) 

Figure 3.2 shows the main effects for the input variables estimated to have an 

important effect on the kinetic energy density. The main effect of the vertical diffusivity on 

the kinetic energy density in Figure 3.2a, for instance, is obtained by integrating the predictor 

with respect to the other four inputs over the revised ranges in Table 3.3, refer to Gough and 

Welch ( 1994) for details. The error bars around each plotted point give an approximate 95% 

confidence interval for the integral to visually allow for satistical prediction uncertainty. The 

percentage of 48.4% given in Fig. 3.2a shows that the main effect of the vertical diffusivity 

accounts for 48.4% of the total vanability in the kinetic energy density predictor over the five 

inputs. Only inputs accounting for at least 2.5% of the variability are deerned important and 

displayed. There are four such inputs for the kinetic energy density. Kinetic energy density 

increases with increasing vertical eddy difisivi ty and peak wind stress. It decreases witb 

horizontal diffusivity and horizontal viscosity. 

These sensitivities are sirnilar to those found in Gough and Welch (1994) and are 

attributable to the two main circulations, wind driven and buoyancy dnven. Bryan (1987) 

found that increasing the vertical eddy diffusivity increased the overtuming strearnfunction, a 

measure of the themohaline circulation. Increasing the wind stress increases the Ekman 

circulation. Both the horizontal eddy diffusivity and viscosity act to dampen the flow 

(particularly the gyre component) and thus cause a reduction in the kinetic energy density. 



(a) KE(A-V) : 48.4% 

I L L s 5 

1 2 3 4 5  

A-MH 

(b) KE(A-H) : 28.4% 
r 

Figure 3.2 Estimated main effects for kinetic energy density (KE): (a) vertical eddy 
difisivity (A-\'); (b) horizontal eddy difisivity (A-H); (c) horizontal eddy viscosity 
(AMH); and (d) peak wind stress (Tau-m) 



ii) Mendional overturning streamfunction (MMT) 

Fig 3.3 shows that the vertical eddy diffisivity is the dominant component in 

detemining the peak value of the ovemirning streamfunction (94.5%). The horizontal eddy 

difisivity plays a much smaller role. 

The dependency of the vertical diffusivity is consistent with Bryan (1987) and Winton 

(1996). Bryan found that the ovemiming streamfunction had a AV'" dependence, differing 

from a A"" dependence expected from scding. A log-log analysis of the current results 

showed a dependence ranging from 113 for low vertical difisivity to 112 for larger vertical 

diffusivity values. 

iii) Northward heat transport (NHT) 

In Figure 3.4, it is shown that there is one dominant input, the vertical eddy diffusivity. 

A log-log analysis rrveals a power relationship of 112, less than the expected 2 3  (Bryan 199 1 ; 

Winton 1996) but consistent with Colin de Verdiere (1988). The Winton results had a power 

relationship slightiy in excess of 1/2. 

iv) Number of convective points (CONV) 

The number of convective points was introduced in a Gough and Wclch ( 1994) study 

as a measure of the isopycnal nature of the model. A minimum in the number of convective 

points corresponded to the Iargest value of the maximum allowable isopycnal slope. For the 

present set of experiments, there were two important inputs, the dominant one being the 

vertical eddy diffusivity, while the peak wind stress played a less important role. 

A larger vertical eddy diffusivity enhanced the meridional overtuming (see above). 

This bnngs more warm, salty water to the northern regions. In the presence of restonng 

boundary conditions, this results in statically unstable conditions at the surface resulting in 

wider spread convection. Similady a large wind stress transports more warm and salty water 

to the north. 

V) Bottom temperature (TBOT) 

In the Gough and Welch (1994) study, bottom temperature was obtained at a fixed 

location. In this analysis the minimum temperature at the bottom level was recorded, 



(a) MMT(A_V) : 94.5% (b) MMT(AdH) : 3.2% 

Figure 3 -3. Es timated main effects for meridional overturning s trearnfunction (MMT): (a) 
vertical cddy diffusivity (A-V) and (b) horizontal eddy difisivity (A-H). 

Figure 3.4. Estimated main effect of vertical eddy difiüsivi ty (A-V) on northward heat 
transfer o. 



regardless of horizontal location. There are two significant inputs roughly of the sarne 

importance, the vertical eddy diffusivity and the horizontal eddy diffusivity. 

The role of the vertical eddy diffusivity is readily explainable (Gough and Welch 

1994). Water mass is vansported via the thermohaline circulation. If this circulation is intense 

than the downwelling waters are not cooled as much at the surface as it is in weaker flow. The 

thermohaline circulation has a strong dependence on the vertical eddy diffusivity, therefore 

the expectation is that the bottom water temperature shouid increase with increasing vertical 

diffusivity . 
There is also a dependence on the horizontal eddy diffusivity. In Gough and Welch 

( 1994), this dependence was attributed to the mitigating effect of mixing. smoothing out 

extrema. b al1 cases, the coldest waters in the domain occur in the northeast corner of the 

domain at the top level. The coldest water at the bottom is typically two degrees w m e r .  Cold 

water at the surface advects and convects to lower Ievels and warrns due to vertical and 

horizontal mixing and advection. Larger horizontal diffusivity values would cause w m e r  

surface waters, as well as producing a larger heat flux, since the water sinks to the bottorn. A 

contributing factor is the impact of the horizontal difhsivity on the tlow and therefore the 

advective component. Increasing the horizontal diffusivity does affect the meridional 

ovenuming streamfunction although the relationship is somewhat ambiguous. 

3.3.2 Oscilkittory behavior under enhanced salt/lur forcing 

The second step of this analysis was to examine model behavior under enhanced salt 

flux forcing. From the rernaining twenty four expeximents, four behavior types were found 

upon switching to the enhanced salt flux surface boundary conditions. The range of behavior 

was categorized as explosive (E; i.e., unstable), steady state (S), high frequency oscillations 

(HFO), and long penod oscillations (O). Three cases (#2,8, and 15) exhibited E behavior. 

Two of the E cases (#2 and 15) have extreme values of the wind stress. Four cases (#4, 10, 19, 

and 22) after one or two thermohaline collapses, settied to S behavior. Three cases (#13, 16, 

and 20) exhibited HF0 of decadal-centenniai time scaie. HF0 cases produced oscillations in 

the upper levels of the ocean model and only caused rninor changes in the bottom 

temperature. In comparison, O cases showed oscillations of the bottom temperature that were 

synchronous with the other diagnostics. Twelve cases produced O ranging in penod from 340 

to 2655 years. 



An example of each type of response (with the exception of the explosive cases) is 

shown in Figure 3.5. The first diagnostics shown in diese time series are the average 

temperature of the top five model levels (TempUp) and the average temperature of the bottom 

five model levels (TempDw). The other diagnostics are the number of convection points 

(Conv) and the kinetic energy density (KE). The examples include case #19 (S). 7 (O), and 16 

(HF@. 

The steady cases exhibit strong themally direct circulations. The steady ovemiming 

circulation is characterized by convection in the polar region and a deep thermocline depth. 

The S cases ail had horizontal diffusivity values within the range typically used with this 

rnodel ( 1 - 2 x 10' cm%). 

The O cases exhibit die flushlcollapse cycle reported in Winton and Sarachik (1993) 

(see Chapter 1 ,  Section 2.4.1) dso terrned deep decoupling oscillations. A diagnostic 

representing the strength of the salt flux (FS) was used to understand what determines the 

nature of the varied oscillations. The surface salt flux for case #19 (S) is shown as Figure 3.6. 

The largest freshwater flux occurs in the mid-latitudes near the western boundary. This peak 

value is used as a diagnostic representing the strength of the salt flux. Table 3.4 is a list of 

cases ordered according to the strength of this diagnostic. In addition, the pet-iod and type of 

mode1 behavior are listed. 

The E cases occur when the FS diagnostic is smdl whereas the HFO and S cases occur 

for large FS values. The O cases cover the middle range of FS values. Statisticai 

approximating functions were developed to detemine the dependency of the salt flux on the 

input parameters. Figure 3.7 shows the importance of the various inputs. The horizontal 

diffusivity dominates (70.3%), followed by the vertical diffusivity (20.6%) and wind stress 

(7.3%). The viscosities were not important for this diagnostic. 

The HF0 cases have the lowest horizontal diffusivity (ADH). The low ADH allows for a 

highly structured salt flux field. This can lead to localized oscillations such as those found by 

Weaver et al. (199 1). The S cases tend to have higher values of ADH than the HF0 cases. The 

four S cases al1 fell with the range typically used with this model. It is likeiy that the stronger 

AD" smooths the surface fluxes suficiently that the high frequency oscillations are 

suppressed. This is consistent with Huck et al. (1999) who observe that horizontal tracer 

difision appean to be the most cnticai darnping tem for the variability. These authors report 

that whatever the model, the forcing conditions, or the initial state, there is a critical value of 



Figure 3.5 Examples of model bchavior. (a) steady; (b) long period odat ion;  and, (c) 
high frequency oscillation. The diagnostics shown are the average temperature of the top 
five model levels (TcmpUp). average temperature of the bottom five mode1 levels 
(TempDw), number of convection points (Conv), and the kinetic energy density (ISE). 
The temperatun diagnostics are in units of Celsius and the other rneamrrs of modcl flow 
are zero dimensional 
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Figure 3.6. Example of surface salinity fluxes (case L9). The salinity flux is in units of 
parts per second. 



Table 3.4. Salt fluxes and mode1 

Case 

16 

13 

10 

30 

22 

121 

behavior. 

Salt fluxes 

2.37 

2.24 

2.16 

2.15 

1.86 

t -83 

1.83 

1.69 

1.65 

1.61 

1.49 

1.34 

1.3 1 

1.31 

1.38 

1.23 

1.19 

1.10 

1 *O4 

0.94 

0.72 

0.45 

Behavior type 

HF0 

HF0 

S 

HF0 

S 

O 

A ~ H (  1 ~ ~ c r n ' l s )  

0.844 

0.492 

1.276 

0.688 

1.668 

2.452 

2.060 

3 .O40 

1 .O80 

1.864 

2.648 0 

3.432 

19 1 S 

4.020 
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(a) FS3(A-V) : 20.6% 
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Figure 3.7. Estimated main effects of sait flux (FS3): (a) 
vertical eddy diffusivity (A-V); @) horizontal eddy 
di ffusivi ty ( A-H) ; (c) vertical eddy viscosity ( A_M\-); (d) 
horizontal eddy viscosity (A-MH); and, (c) wind m s s  
CTau-m). 



the horizontal diffusivity above which oscillations are damped out. They also show that 

horizontal diffusion controls the regularity of the oscillation, its amplinide, and penod. Ln 

of their models, increasing the horizontal diffusion smooihs the horizontal gradients of 

temperature and reduces the honzontal velocities, hence the mean KE (Bryan 1987). 

Regarding the variability, increasing the horizontal diffusivity lengthens the oscillation period 

and reduces its amplitude. The strong influence of horizontal diffusion is in agreement with 

the advective processes (e.g., Weaver and Sarachik 1991b) where density anomalies travel in 

the polar regions and modify convection, hence the strength of the thermohaline circulation. 

When diffusion is too strong, these anomalies are diffused before reaching the convection 

regions. This is analogous to when too fast a relaxation is applied to the surface temperature, 

thereby damping out any sea surface temperature deviations. Similarly, Chen and Ghil ( 1  996) 

show that, in their ocean mode1 coupled to an atmospheric Energy Balance Model, the 

oscillation ampli tude is strongl y dependent on the horizontal diffusion coefficient for the 

atmospheric temperature. This plays a role similar to the honzontal eddy diffusivity in the 

ocean for the darnping of sea surface temperature anomalies. 

Wraver et al. (1993) have perfonned a thorough investigation of possible influences 

on the stability and variability of the thermohaline circulation in a primitive equation mode1 in 

a flat-bottom sector domain with rnixed boundary conditions. They found that the structure 

and strength of the surface freshwater flux was the dominant factor conuolling stability and 

variability, with stronger surface freshwater flux leading to increased variability. 

Table 3.5 lists the O cases in descending order of oscillation period. Also included are 

the values for the vertical diffusivity, horizontal difisivity and wind stress. The penod 

decreases with increasing ADv and ADH, dthough the vertical diffusivity is the dominant 

factor. The O behavior occurred for the larger values of the ADH (with the exception of case 

#3). The impact of the wind stress on the period is not clear (see Edwards et al. 1998; Winton 

and Sarachik 1993). Winton and Sarachik (1 993) showed that increased vertical diffusivity 

favon thermally direct circulations by diffusing the surface temperature gradients down into 

ihe interior, while increased horizontal diffisivity increases poleward salt fluxes. 

Huck et al. (1999) reported that horizontal difision aiso controlled the regularity of 

the oscillation, its amplitude and penod. In al1 of their models, increasing the horizontal 

difision smoothed the horizontal gradients of temperature and reduced the horizontal 

velocities and thus the mean kinetic energy. The diffusive part of the poleward heat transport 



Table 3.5. Period of oscillations 

(ADV; cm%) 

Horizonml Wind stress 

difhsivi ty (T~; dynes/cm4 

(AD"; 10'cmL/s) 

2.256 0.432 

3.342 1.224 



also increased while the deep waters warm and the surface waters cooled. This follows since 

diffusion at high latitudes, where gradients are strong, artificiaily transports relatively warm 

waters poleward into the convective regions, thus forming relatively warm bottorn water. The 

reduced surface temperatures are due to the reduced poleward heat advection. Regarding the 

variability, increasing the horizontal diffusivity lengthened the oscillation period and reduced 

its amplitude. These results were consistent with the conclusions of Huang and Chou (1994). 

3.3.3 Initial condifions 

in order to examine the influence of initial conditions in detemining model behavior, 

a new initial condition was introduced for al1 of the experiments. instead of the steady state 

conditions at the end of the spin up phase, the rnodel mns with mixed boundary conditions 

were integrated with an isothermal and isohaiine initial condition. It was found that no 

qualitative and only minor quantitative differences appeared. These experimenrs showed that 

the impact of the initial conditions in detemining rnodel behavior is the least important of the 

factors considered in this study. 

3.3.1 Examination of the steady state cases 

For the steady state cases (#4, 10, 19, 22), additional experiments were run with the 

rnagnification factor of the salinity flux increased from 1.5 to 2.0. These expenments were run 

to test the hypothesis that increasing the salinity flux would reveal a threshold where the 

steady state can no longer be maintained and oscillatory behavior sets in. Implementing a flux 

factor of 2.0 produced oscillatory behavior in al1 four cases. This confirmed that there is a 

threshold for oscillatory behavior and that this is a f'unction of the interna1 parameters. 

3.4 Conciusions 

In the first set of expenments, a five input parameter space of the ocean model was 

thoroughly explored using statistical techniques. Statisticd analysis enabled the creation of 

approximating hinctions to represent the ocean model. These were used to determine the 

importance of various inputs on the value of a number of model outputs. The outputs were ail 

zero dimensional quantities. The cross validation analysis showed that the statistical 

approximating function performed well thus allowing reasonable confidence in the analysis of 

important outputs. 



The statistical approxirnating functions reproduced known model sensitivities. 

particular, scaiing relationships between the vertical eddy diffusivity and the mendional 

ovemirning sueamfunction, the northward heat transpon and the zonal ovemiming 

strearnfunction were within values reported in the literature (Bryan 1987; Colin de Verdiere 

1988; Bryan 199 1 ; Winton 1996; Gough and Allakhverdova 1998). in addition, the 

dependence of the ovemiming strearnfunction on the horizontal eddy diffusivity was 

examined. It was confirmeci that the use of the peak value of the strearnfunction is not the 

most representative value to use in determining the strength of the ovenuming fiow. 

In the second analysis, it was s h o w  that a wide variety of model behavior occurs 

when using the sarne initial restonng boundary conditions (a particular fixed climate). For al1 

of the experiments, the same climatologicd values were used during the spin up runs and the 

methodology implemented for mixed boundary conditions was consistent. B y simpl y 

changing the tunable model parameters (i.e., diffusivities, viscosities and wind stress), four 

generai types of model behavior were produced with enhanced salinity flux surface boundary 

conditions. The range of observed modei behavior included explosive. sready state, high 

frequency oscillations, and long period oscillations (see Section 3.3.2). The model displayed S 

behavior for tunable parameter values typically used in modeling studies. In previous work, a 

variety of rnodel behavior was found mainly by adjusting idealized salinity fluxes (Weaver et 

al. 1993; Winton and Sarachik 1993; Cai 1995; Chen and Ghil 1995; Yin and Sarachik 1995). 

In contrast, the salinity fluxes used in this study were the two-dimensional fields produced 

from the spin up mns. Other studies have tended to use zonally averaged spin up fluxes or 

idealized fluxes that trivialize the zonal variability of the freshwater fluxes. Repeating the 

experiments with an isothermal and isohaline initial condition did not produce any qualitative 

changes. This confirmed the idea that the initial conditions are the least important factor in 

detennining model behavior in this study. 

The horizontal diffusivity was found to be the most important mode1 input in 

determining the nature of the model's response to enhanced salt fluxes. This finding is 

contrary to Yin and Sarachik (1995) who reported that interdecadai oscillations in the mode1 

are mainly a convective and advective phenomenon insensitive to the horizontal diffusivity. 

niey concluded that changes in either surface freshening or subsurface heating will alter the 

period of the oscillation, while the period of the interdecadal oscillation is not sensitive to the 

horizontal diffisivity. 



The oscillation penod was primarily a function of the vertical diffusivity. Similarly, 

Winton and Sarachik (1993) showed increasing the vertical diffusivity favored thermally 

direct circulations by diffusing the surface temperature gradients down into the interior. 

hcreasing the vertical difisivity accomplished a flip by a cooling of the polar ocean through 

the surface. These authors found that this cooling was at a maximum at the polar boundary. In 

their model, the resulting meridional density gradients caused a thermally direct ce11 to 

strengthen and rise to the surface, eventually importing suficient salt for deep convection to 

begin. In addition, a high vertical difisivity decreased the deep ocean diffusive tirne scale 

and reduced the length of the collapsed phase of a deep decoupling oscillation. 

The stabilizing effect of wind stress shown in this study is consistent with other work. 

For example, Yin and Sarachik ( 1995) found that the regime of model interdecadal 

osciIlarions is sensitive to variations in wind stress (Chapter 1, Section 3.1). Winton and 

Sarachik (1993) also showed that increasing the wind stress stabilized oscillating solutions. in 

their model, the horizontal transports reinforce the thermally direct circulation by providing 

heat and salt to the polar region to maintain convection while allowing the overtuming to 

adjust to balance the deep heat budget. 

A closer examination of the steady state cases showed that using a flux factor of 2.0 

rather than 1.5 produced oscillatory behavior in dl four cases. This supported the idea that 

there is a threshold for oscillatory behavior that is a function of the internai parameters. 



4. The influence of varvine surface boundarv conditions on the oscillatow behavior of 

an ocean preneral circulation model 

4.1 Introduction 

The purpose of these experiments is to examine how simple changes in the surface 

boundary conditions of an ocean-only model can dramatically influence the resulting 

thermohaline circulation. To address this research question, the design of the mode1 

simulations from the previous section (Chapter 3) was used, but systematic modifications 

were made to the surface boundary conditions. In Chapter 3, four behavior types were 

produced by simply changing the tunable model parameters while using the same restonng 

boundary conditions, based on Levitus ( 1982), and implementing mixed boundary conditions 

with two-dimensional surface saiinity fluxes. In this section, the Levitus cases were repeated, 

but with zonally averaged salinity fluxes. In addition, new experiments were conducted where 

the Levitus restoring boundary condition was replaced with a new sine distribution for 

restoring temperature and saiinity (Figure 4.la.b). The sine cases included experirnents for 

both two-dimensional surface salinity fluxes and zonally nveraged salinity fluxes. The 

procedure described above permitted the exploration of two main themes: 1)  an analysis of 

how zonally averaging the surface salinity flux impacts the mode1 behavior; and 2) an 

examination of the impact of a new (sine) distribution of temperature and salinity in 

determining the nature of the model circulation. An effort was made in this work to gain a 

greater understanding of the physical mechanisms causing variability of the thermohaline 

circulation under simple boundary conditions. 

4.2 Methodology 

From the original set of experiments described in Chapter 3, examples of the four 

behavior types were selected and spun up to an equilibrium state using Levitus and sine 

restoring boundary conditions. The prescribed boundary conditions determine the restoring 

density (Figure 4. lc) through the equation of state (Eq. 2.7) which is a nonlinear hinction of 

temperature, salinity and pressure. The region of peak density influences the location of 

convection sites. A variety of equilibria were produced by the spin up runs. The salinity Ruxes 

at equiiibrium were diagnosed and magnified by 1.5 before integrating the models for several 

thousand years using mixed boundary conditions as was done in Chapter 3. Two types of 
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Figure 4.1 Surface restoring values of (a) temperature, @) salinity, and (c) density. The 
temperature is in units of Celsiris, the salinity in parts per thousand, and the density in 
sigma representation (a = p - 1000.0 kg/m3). (Levitus - solid and sine - x's) 



prescribed salinity flux were usrd in these integrations: 1) a two dimensional salinity flux; and 

2) a zonally averaged salinity flux. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Steady state (S) cases 

For the steady state cases (#4, 10, 19,22), the equilibria at the end of the Levitus spin 

ups typically showed a strong thermaily direct circulation with intense downwelling dong the 

northem boundary (Fiere 1.2). The peak restoring density for the Levitus runs occurred at 

approximately 63% and this caused intense downwelling in this region. Following the switch 

to rnixed boundary conditions with an enhanced two-dimensional sait flux, the steady state 

cases exhibited one or two collapses of the thermohaline circulation, but then sertled back to a 

strong thermally direct solution with polar sinking. Case #4 is an exception and it had a 

considerably smaller value for the strength of the deep overtuming (cg., 10 Sv; 1 Sv = 106 

m3/s). This case had a low value for th<: vertical diffusivity and a high wind stress value. 

[n cornpaison to the water mass distribution of the Levitus cases at the end of the spin 

ups, the steady state cases for the sine mns showed a freshwater cap at the nonhern boundary 

(Figure 4.3). Consequently. this cold and fresh polar surface anomaiy pushrd convection 

funher to the south and the intensity of the thennohaline circulation was reduced. Figure 4. Ic 

shows that the peak restoring density for the sine runs occurred funher to the south (at 

approxirnately 5 6 ' ~ )  than for the Levitus runs. Overail, the sine cases produced reiatively 

weaker thermally direct solutions during the spin up phase. Under rnixed boundary conditions 

with two-dimensionai enhanced salt fluxes. the thermaily direct solution was unstable unlike 

the Levitus cases. The thermohaline circulation underwent oscillations due to the braking 

effect of a strong salinity forcing and this behavior is similar to the deep decoupling 

oscillations described by Winton and Sarachik (1993). The polar freshwater cap expanded 

funher to the south and eventually created a polar halocline catastrophe. However, the 

ensuing themally direct circulation was suficiently weak that another freshwater cap 

developed and this cycle produced oscillatory behavior. The key feature of this behavior. 

distinguishing it from the Levitus cases, was that the downwelling was weaker and occurred 

at more southerly latitudes due to the boundary conditions, thus ped t t i ng  the re-growth of 

the cold and fresh polar anomdy. 
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Figure 4.2. Szlected mode1 diagnostics zonally averaged at end of spin up run with 
Levitus restorhg: boundary conditions (case 22): (a) temperature, (b) salinity, and (cl 
ovemrning streamfunction. The temperature is in units of Celsius, the salinity in pans 
per thousand. and rhe overmrning streamfunction in Sverdmps (1 Su = 106m'/s). 
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Figure 4.3. Selected mode1 diagnostics zonally averaged at end of spin up mn with sine 
restoring boundary conditions (case 22): (a) temperature, (b) salinity, and (c) ovex-turning 
strearnfunction. The temperature is in units of Celsius, the sdinity in pans per thousand, 
and the overtuming streamfunction in Sverdrups (1 Sv = 106m3/s). 



Al1 steady cases were also mn with enhanced zonally averaged salinity Ruxes. This 

salinity flux was obtained by taking a zonal average of the two-dimensional salinity flux that 

was diagnosed and enhanced at the end of the spin up runs. An interesting resuit for the 

Levitus steady state cases with zonally averaged salt Ruxes was a transition from the steady 

state equilibriurn to a different behavior type (see Table 4.1). The two cases with the lowest 

wind stress values ( H g ,  22) switched to HF0 superirnposed on centennial oscillations. The 

low wind stress values suggest that the surface wind driven transport of salinity towards the 

polar region was not suong enough to reinforce a steady circulation with polar sinking. It 

appears that changing the spatial variability of the model's salinity fluxes induced oscillatory 

behavior of the thermohaiine circulation. As reported by Greatbatch and Zhang ( 1995) and 

Huang and Chou ( 1994), zonally uniform buoyancy fluxes (varying with latitude) can induce 

decadai oscillritions. Cai et al. (1  995) noted that a small zonal redistribution of surface 

buoyancy fluxes. diagnosed at equilibrium under restoring boundary conditions. triggers 

interdecdal activity. In contrast, Huck et al. (1999), in agreement with and Greatbatch and 

Petenon (1996), observed that zonal redistribution is not required. Most of the experirnents in 

previous studies were only initialized with the exact equilibrium state after the restoring 

experirnents. As reported in Chapter 3, no qualitative and only rninor quantitative differences 

were found when the Levitus cases employed an isothermal and isohaline ocean as the initial 

condition for mixed boundary condition runs. Cai et al. ( 1995), Greatbatch and Peterson 

(1990) and Huck et al. (1999) noted that oscillations were stimulated by zonally redistnbuting 

the diagnosed flux. 

The original two-dimensionai salinity flux showed a freshwater peak in the 

midlatitudes by the westem boundary. Zona1 averaging of the sait fiux would increase the 

freshening in the centrai and eastern midlatitudes. This would allow fresher water to travel 

from the central-east region more quickly to the convective area in the nonheast corner of the 

mode1 domain and initiate more convective variability by destabilizing the steady circulation. 

In contrast, the two-dimensional case had water freshened by the prominent freshwater fiux 

dong the westem boundary and this freshwater anomaly then traveled northeastward while 

being diffused and cooled en route to the northeastem corner. This water increased in salinity 

by diffusive mixing and cooled, hence its density had increased by the time it reached the 
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northeastern corner. It appears that zonally redistributing the salinity flux has increased the 

strength of the salinity flux in our mode1 when considering the location of the important 

dowiiwelling region in the northeastern corner. Weaver et al. ( 1993) have performed a 

thorough investigation of possible influences on the stabiiity and variability of the 

thermohaiine circulation in a primitive equation mode1 in a flat-bottom sectar domain with 

mixed boundary conditions. They found that the structure and mena@ of the surface 

kshwater flux was the dominant factor controlling stability and variability, with stronger 

freshwater flux Ieading to increased variability. 

The two Levitus cases (#4, 10) with the highest windstress values were more robust to 

changes in the spatial variability of the salinity flux and remained steady with sorne surficial 

decadal variability. High windstress reinforces the steady thermally direct solution t y  

trmsponing salinity poleward at the surface thus maintaining a high surface salinity at the 

downwelling site where surface water is convected. Edwards et ai. ( 1998) report that wind- 

induced salinity advection cm radically reduce the length of the coilapsed phase by 

destabilizing the northern halocline. Winton and Sarachik ( 1993) reported that increasing the 

wind stress and the horizontal diffusivity, while forcing with fixed salinity fluxes. stabilizes 

oscillating solutions. 

As described above, the sine cases were oscillatory and exhibited a cycle of 

developrnent including a freshwater cap. deep diffusive warming, and a cooling flush. In 

examining the two-dimensional structure of the salinity Rux, it was found that the sine cases 

do not have the strong midlatitude freshwater flux dong the western boundary. The switch to 

zonally averaged salinity fluxes typically produced only a quantitative change in behavior. It 

is likely that the zona1 redistribution of the salinity flux increased the freshening to the 

central-east region thus enhancing freshwater transport to the northeastem downwelling site. 

It appears that the steady state behavior is very sensitive to the surface boundary 

conditions and requires a peak restoring density located suficiently to the no& to prevent the 

development of a stable freshwater cap. This is consistent with the results reported in Chapter 

3 where oscillatory behavior was found in ail steady cases when the magnification factor of 

the sdt flux was increased from 1.5 to 2.0. 



4.3.2 High Pequency oscillation (HFO) cases 

With two-dimensionai salinity fluxes, two of the Levitus HF0 cases (#13,20) 

exhibited decadal activity superimposed on centennial oscillations. By substituting the ronally 

averaged salinity fluxes, the period of the centennial oscillations was shortened. The same 

mechanism described above (Section 43.1) applies to these experiments because an increase 

in the freshwater flux in the central-eastern midlatitudes allowed fresher water to be advected 

to the northeastem convective region. The increased transport of buoyant water into the 

downwelling site interrupred convection and shortened the pzriod of the deep decoupling 

oscillations. 

An interesting feature of the sine HF0 cases with centennial deep decoupling 

oscillations (#13,20) was the appearance of less decadal variability than the Levitus cases. In 

examining the two-dimensional surface salinity fluxes for the Levitus cases (Figure 4.4a) and 

sine cases (Figure 4.4b) it is clear that the sine cases were more zonally homogeneous. The 

zonally homogeneous salinity fluxes decreased the FS value and suppressed high frequency 

oscillations. Zonai averaging of the sine two-dimensionai salinity fiuxes did not have a 

significant impact on the qualitative or quantitative behavior of the circulation. Similarl y, as 

descnbed in Chapter 3, a suong freshwater flux dong the western boundary prornotes 

surficial oscillations with a decadai time scale in the midlatitudes. The sine two-dimensionai 

salinity fluxes already have low zonal spatial variability and the impact of zonal averaging 

therefore was only minor. 

Case #16 displayed significant quantitative and qualitative changes resuiting from 

alteration of the surface boundary conditions. This case had a high vertical difhsivity and low 

horizontal diffusivity. This case also had the highest FS value meaning that the sait flux field 

was highly stnicnired and this was very conducive to Iocalized oscillations. The Levitus case 

with a two-dimensional sait flux field exhibited random decadal variability at the ocean 

surface supenmposed on a steady thermaily direct circulation (Figure 4.5). The zonally 

averaged case showed that more energetic decadal variability was influencing the deep waters 

(Figure 4.6). The sine case with a two-dimensional sali flux produced the opposite circulation- 

a haline dominated circulation with decadai variability. The sine case with zonally averaged 

saiinity Buxes was qualitatively the same, but more energetic. This case demonstrated that 

introducing a subtle change in the boundary conditions, by substituting a sine distribution in 

place of the Levitus values, resulted in a dramatic change in the circulation. 



Figure 4.4. Two-dimensional surface salinity fluxes obtained from (a) Levitus restoring 
boundary conditions and (b) sine restoring boundary conditions. The saiinity flux is in 
units of parts per second. 



Figure 4.5 Time series of mode1 behavior for case 16 with two-dimensional sait fluxes 
and Levitus boundary conditions: (a) bottom temperature, (b) number of convection 
points, and (c) kinetic energy density. The bottom temperature is in units of Celsius, the 
other rneasures of mode1 fiow are zero dimensional 
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Figure 4.6 Time series of mode1 behavior for case 16 with zonally averaged sait fiuxes 
and Levitus boundary conditions: (a) bottom temperatun, (b) number of convection 
points, and (c) kinetic energy density. The bottom temperature is in units of Celsius, the 
other mesures of mode1 flow are zero dimensional 



To illustrate the relative importance of the salt flux and the internai mode1 panmeters, 

case #16 was forced with artificiai two-dimensional salt fluxes from al1 of the remaining 

cases. A variety of behavior was observed. One case, #15, resulted in a steady state. The other 

cases displayed a spectrum of decadal, decadai/interdecadal, and less than decadal oscillatory 

behavior. No centennial or millenial oscillations resulted. This illustrates the dual importance 

of the salt flux and the values chosen for the intemal parameters. 

4.3.3 Long period oscillalion (O) cases 

The effect of zonally averaging the salinity fluxes for the Levitus O cases was to 

reduce the length of the period. This response is consistent with the mechanism described 

above (see Section 4.3.1). The increased surface freshwater uanspon to the northeastem 

corner destabilizcs the overturning and promotes the growth of a freshwater cap thereby 

inducing a collapse more quickly. 

The sine boundary conditions with a two-dimensionai salinity flux typicall y displayed 

a shonened period. As described above (Section 4.3.1) the sine boundary conditions shift the 

downwelling site funher to the south. This facilitates the development of a freshwater cap 

dong the nonhern boundary and thus decreases the period of the oscillatory behavior. Zona1 

averaging the saiinity flux consistently reduced the penod of the oscillations due to increased 

freshwater transport from the central-eastern midlatitudes to the convective sires (Section 

4.3.1). 

4.4 Conclusions 

The Levitus cases had diagnosed two-dimensionai salinity fluxes that were suongly 

intensified in the western regions. and a relationship appears to exist between the stability of 

the circulation and the surface fluxes over this area. Zonaily uniform salinity fluxes pushed 

two steady Levitus cases (#19,22) into a qualitatively different behavior type charactenzed 

by centennial-scale oscillations of the thermohaline circulation. Downwelling was inhibited 

by the transport of buoyant water from the central-east region into the northeastem corner, 

and a temporary collapse of polar sinking occurred. With the sine experiments, the sarne 

mechanism caused the steady cases with two-dimensional and zonally uniform salinity fluxes 

@oth feanired zonally homogeneous salinity fluxes as discussed above) to switch to 

centennial-de oscillations. The Levitus cases with two-dimensional salinity fluxes 



demonstrated the sensitivity of the steady state circulation to the freshwater flux distribution. 

The steady state solution was easily destabilized by smoothing the variability of the salt flux 

field by: 1) imposing zonally uniforrn salinity fluxes; or, 2) using a sine distribution of the 

restoring boundary conditions which produced a more zonaily homogenous sait fiux field. 

These finding are consistent with Huck et al. (1999) in that the variability is intensified in die 

two-dimensionai salt flux field experiments compared to the variability under zonally unifom 

fluxes, 

A 1.5 mapification of the equilibrium diagnosed sdinity fluxes was used in d l  of the 

expenments with mixed boundary conditions. Of the four types of behavior that were 

generated, only four of these cases (#4, 10, 19, 22) displayed robust steady circulations when 

the stronger salinity flux was irnposed. These cases appeared to have a higher threshold before 

oscillatory behavior occurred. As reported in Chapter 3, oscillatory behavior was induced in 

these steady cases when the salinity flux was increased two-fold. It was apparent that a switch 

ro zonally averaged salinity fluxes lowered the threshold value and resulted in oscillatory 

behavior. 

The steady state cases were nin with new sine restoring temperatures and salinities and 

also produced decdal-centennial oscillations. This c m  be attributed to two mechansisms: I ) 

the sine sdinity fluxes were more zonaily homogeneous, compared to the Levitus runs, and 

did not form a strong freshwater flux in the midlatitudes dong the western boundary; 2) the 

sine boundary conditions created a convection region further to the south than the Levitus 

boundary conditions thus facilitating the development of a fresh polar surface anomaly. 

The sine cases showed the importance of the sdinity fluxes in generating oscillations 

rather than the flow field (i.e., due to the internal parameters). It was demonstrated that, for a 

given set of internal parameters, oscillations could be generated by different surface salinity 

fluxes. The steady state cases were particularly susceptible to this aspect, compared to the O 

and HF0 cases. 

The two Levitus steady cases that were more robust to reduced spatial variability of 

the salt fluxes were cases #IO and 4. These cases had high values for the wind stress and this 

destabilized the formation of a freshwater cap by sending greater salinity vansport from 

southem latitudes and preserved the thermally direct solution. It appears that higher wind 

stress produced a steady state that was more robust to a stronger salt forcing as a result of 

zonai averaging of the salt flux. 



The O cases and HF0 cases showed quantitative changes in behavior upon switching 

to zonally averaged salt fluxes. Switching the Levitus restonng boundary conditions to sine 

restonng boundary conditions caused the ovemirning period of the thermohaline circulation to 

decrease. In general, reducing the zonal variability of the salinity fluxes, either by zonal 

averaging or by imposing sine boundary conditions, increased the strength of the salt forcing 

and led to shorter period deep decoupling oscillations. 

Finally, the experiments with case %l6, when forced with fiuxes from ail the other 

cases, illusrratzd the dual importance of the sa l t  fluxes and the internai parameters. The results 

included a steady case and showed a specuum of oscillatory behavior below the centennid 

time scale. 



S. The role of to~ograohy on stabilitv of the thermohaline circulation 

5.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this section is to examine the effect of simple variations in bottom 

topography on the original simulations descnbed in Chapter 3. The topographic variations 

were a shoaiing toward the pole (north sloping), a shoaling toward the southem boundary 

(south sloping), a shallowing toward either the eastem or western boundary (east, West 

sloping), or a shallowing toward al1 of the north, W e s t  and east boundaries (bowl-shapcd). The 

shoaling of the topography was from an ocean depth of four thousand metres to two hundred 

metres over seven grid points. Test cases of the four behavior types described in Chapter 3 

were selected and mn with the five new topographic configurations. The standard spin up 

procedure was implemented followed by diagnosing the salinity flux and applying rnixed 

boundary conditions for the duration of the integration. The restoring temperatures and 

salinities are based on the Levitus (1982) climatological records and two-dimensional salt 

fluxes were applied following the spin up. These simulations are intended to improve 

understanding of the effects of topogaphy and of the behavior of the model in general. 

5.2 Results and Discussion 

5.2.1 High fiequency oscillatory (HFO) cases and long period oscillutory (O) cases 

For the O cases in this snidy, the north and West sloping models typically caused a 

shortening of the osciilation period (Table S. 1). This destabilizing effect is consistent with 

Edwards et al. (1998) who suggested that large-scde slope up toward the north or the West 

can significantly destabilize the circulation by reducing the depth of convection. Two 

interesting exceptions (cases #1, 3) involved a switch of behavior type to a steady state 

circulation when the no& sloping topography was introduced. A cornparison of the 

diagnosed saiinity fluxes for these two cases with the other long period oscillation cases 

showed that the peak freshwater flux occurred slightiy hirther to the south and there was net 

salting dong the northem boundary. Coupled with the north sloping model, this configuration 

of the sait flux field appears to have produced a more robust overtuming circulation. Figure 

5.1 shows the diagnosed surface salinity Buxes of a case that switched to a steady state 

circulation (case #1) and a case that maintained long period oscillations (case #21). In contrast 

to the O cases, north and west slopes had a stabiiizing effect on the HF0 cases. Severd of 
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Figure 5.1. Diagnosed surface salinity Ruxes for two long period oscillatory cases: (a) 
case 1, and (b) case 2 1. The salinity flux is in units of parts per second. 



these cases exhibited qualitative changes of behavior (switching to steady ovemiming 

circulations) and also quantitative changes (centennia! oscillation in some cases were 

lengthened). 

The HF0 and O cases. for south sloping, east sloping, and bowl-shaped 

configurations, did not display qualitative changes in behavior. The south sloping variation 

had the least impact of any alteration on model solutions. The east sloping model and bowl- 

shaped experiments consistently demonstrated a reduction in period of the deep decoupling 

oscillations. This is unsurprising for wo reasons: 1) the convection region lies in the 

nonheastern corner of the model domain and a reduction in convective depth would shonen 

the collapsed phase; 2) a reduction in the ocean volume would decrease the time required for 

diffusive heating of die deep water, instability and a flushing event. As mentioned in Edwards 

et al. (1998). the overall period of the oscillations is usually govemed by the time taken for 

diffusive warming to destabilize the deep ocean. Winton (1997) showed that decadal 

oscillations are greatly damped when bowl-shaped bottom topography is included (see also 

Moore and Reason 1993). The present bowl experiments do not support this daim, but there 

are important differences between the two methodologies. For exarnple, Winton (1996) 

reduced the robustness of his results by using fixed heat fluxes and idealized salinity fluxes. 

A damping influence similar to Winton's (1996) is only apparent in our north and West 

sloping cases. 

In contrast to the findings of Edwards et al. (1998), the West sloping cases are 

relatively stable for O and HF0 cases whereas the east slope introduces significant instability. 

This observation is opposite to that of Edwards et al. (1998) and, in general, the present 

results show much more variability. An important point to consider is that Edwards et al. 

(1998) used highly idealized salinity fluxes in ail their experiments. Unlike the zonally 

averaged saiinity fluxes of Edwards et al. (1998), the present study diagnosed two- 

dimensional salinity fluxes for each case following the two thousand year spin up phase. As 

shown in Figure 5.1, there is considerable zonai variability in the salt flux field and a 

particularly prominent freshwater flux in the midlatitudes dong the western boundary. It is 

likely that this more realistic salt flux forcing produces a broader range of behavior better 

representing the variety of model behavior generated by the system. 



period 

5.2.2 Steady state (S) cases 

Steady state cases with south, east and bowl-shaped slopes usually chanpd to long 

~scillatory behavior. Case #22 had the lowest wind stress and the highest vertical ( 

diffusivity and appeared to be particuiarly sensitive to a switch to oscillatory behavior due to 

changes in topography or surface restonng boundary conditions (Chapter 4). Some of the 

steady equilibria were more robust to north and West slopes and preserved the steady solution 

under these conditions. Case #4 had a very high wind stress and low vertical diffusivity and 

was particularly robust to chmges in topogaphy or surface boundary conditions (Chapter 4). 

It appears that wind forcing can promote deep overtuming by salinity advection toward the 

nonhem wall, thereby inhibiting the development of a fresh polar anomaly and ensuing 

collapsed phase. 

The steady cases with a bowl-shaped topography exhibited Jeep decoupling 

oscillations with a centennial tirne scale. This can be attributed to the rnechanism described 

above (Section 5.3.1) associated with a reduced convective depth and reduced ocean volume. 

It appears that the steady state behavior type is sensitive to topographic changes. It has been 

shown in Chapter 3 that the steady circulation exists close to a stability threshold and that 

slight changes to the salt forcing c m  destabilize the overtuming. The topographic variations 

in the present study tended to cause qualitative changes of the steady state circulation 

resulting in both long period oscillations and high frequency osciIlations. Some interesting 

exceptions were two cases (#4, 19) which had more robust steady state circulations and 

exhibited very lirnited decadal variability. These cases had relatively large values for wind 

stress and this would increase advection of salty water to the polar region reinforcing the 

thermally direct circulation and inhibiting a collapse due to the formation of a polar cap. In 

addition, these cases had the lowest salt flux values for the steady state cases and this suggests 

that decadal variability does not tend to occur withour a highly structured salt flux field (see 

Chapter 3). 

5.3 Conclusions 

The north sloping model is designed to quditatively represent the northward decrease 

in average depth of the North Atlantic. The runs with bottom slope to the south, east or wesi 

are intended to model generic processes rather than specific oceanographic locations. By 

implementing more realistic salinity fluxes, the range of mode1 behavior produced in this 



investigation is much broder than that reported in other studies (Yin and Sarachik 1995; 

Winton 1997; Edwards et al. 1998). The two-dimensional salinity fluxes showed considerable 

zond variability with a prominent freshwater flux in the midlatitudes dong the western 

boundary . 

The bowl-shaped simulations for the long period oscillation cases showed a 

quantitative change with reduced oscillation periods. In fact, for almost al1 of the behavior 

types, the bowl-shaped experiments produced centennial scale deep decoupling oscillations 

with decadidril variability. The HF0 cases had considerably more decadal variability and thia is 

associated with the high d t  forcing strength in these cases (Chapter 3). in generai, the bowl- 

shaped models cause a reduced volume of the ocean basin and a barrier to convection due to 

the new topography. Both of these factors contribute to reducing the period of the deep 

decoupling oscillations. Also. the reduced ocean volume allows the time scale of diffusive 

heating of the deep water to be shorter. 

For the O and HFO cases, the east sloping mode1 consistently shows a signifiant 

reduction of the oscillation period. This destabilizing effect is likely related to the importance 

of the nonheastem corner of the mode1 domain as the main downwelling site. The reduction 

of the convective depth in the e u t  sloping mode1 resuits in a shorter collapsed phase. 

Severai cases supported the idea that wind dnving can stabilize the steady overtuming 

by salinity advection to the northem wall thereby inhibiting the development of a northem 

haioclinc. 



6.  Conclusions 

In this thesis, four main sources of oscillatory behavior in ocean rnodels have 

been examined: intemal mode1 parameters (diffusivities, viscosities), extemal forcing 

(wind stress, thermal forcing, freshwater forcing), topography, and initial conditions. 

Using a primitive equation ocean general circulation model, systematic modifications of 

these factors were applied and the response of the thermohaline circulation was anaiyzed. 

This investigation was designed to highlight how slight changes to basic factors 

necessary for the configuration of an ocean-only model have a critical impact on the 

resulting model behavior. The main goal was to examine the response of the model 

behavior to a range of conditions and to compare these findings to previously published 

reports. At present. numerical ocean models are widely used in process studies of the 

ocean and climate change simulations. The validity of these studies is dependent on an 

understanding of the model being employed, its inherent limitations and the sensitivities 

that influence the applicability of mode1 output to real world phenornena. 

Chapter 3 revealed the point that variation of the interna1 parameters alone 

produced a full spectrum of oscillatory behavior. The range of observed behavior 

inciuded explosive, steady state, high frequency oscillations, and long penod oscillations. 

The same climatological values were used during the spin up for al1 of these experimenrs, 

and only the values of the tunable model parameters (Le., diffusivities, viscosities and 

wind stress) differed between the runs. Upon switching to rnixed boundary conditions, 

two-dimensional salinity fluxes were used. Previous studies have typically used zonally 

averaged or idealized salinity fluxes that tended to trivialize the variability in the 

diagnosed salt flux field. The results from this study showed that a wider variety of 

behavior was produced with two-dimensionai saiinity fluxes compared to the use of 

artificial salinity fluxes. 

In another set of experiments, the spin up runs from Chapter 3, were followed by 

mixed boundary conditions implemented as described above. However, these extension 

nuis were commenced with an isothemal and isohaline condition. The rnodel behavior 

showed no qualitative and only minor quantitative changes. This confirmed the idea that 

the initial conditions have only a minor role in determining the mode1 circulation. 



In Chapter 4, it was noted that two-dimensionai salinity fiuxes produced a broader 

range of behavior than reported in the literature, supporting the findings reponed in 

Chapter 3. Zonal variability of the salinity Fiuxes had an important influence on the types 

of model behavior produced. In particular, a consistent pattern in the two-dimensional 

salinity fiuxes was a peak freshwater flux dong the western boundary in the mid- 

latitudes. The sine experiments ais0 showed the importance of the salt flux distribution in 

determining model behavior. The salinity Buxes resulting from the sine cases had a 

different structure rhan the Levitus cases and this inhibited the developrnent of a strong 

thermally direct circulation. In fact, al1 of the steady cases switched to oscillatory 

behavior when run with sine boundary conditions. Clearly, the more realistic sdinity 

fluxes used in the present investigations on the Levitus data set showed thrit variability in 

the model response is damped when ideaiized salinity fluxes replace the diagnosed 

saiinity fiuxes. 

An example of the importance of intemal parameters in allowin,o for oscillatory 

behavior to occur was also demonstrared. In the original run, case #16 rxhibited high 

frequency oscillations and, in subsequent experiments, it was artificially forced by the 

salinity fluxes diagnosed from al1 of the other cases. One case resulted in a steady state 

and the other cases displayed a spectmm of decadal, decadahterdecadal, and less than 

decadai oscillatory behavior. These experiments did not produce any centennial or 

millennial oscillations. This illustrated the duai importance of the salinity fiux and the 

values chosen for the internai parameters in determining model behavior. 

An examination of the impact of topography on model behavior also contributed 

to an understanding of the importance of two-dimensional salinity fluxes. In contrast to 

other reports where the idealized topogaphy of the mode1 was varied, a broader range of 

behavior was produced in the present expenments which implemented two-dimensional 

salinity fluxes. Typically, previously reported studies have used idealized salinity fluxes. 

Directions for future research stem from this investigation. For example, the type 

of expenments described above for case #16 have not been previously reponed in the 

literahire and they provide a new avenue to explore the importance of internal 

parmetea. The robustness of the HF0 behavior type for case #16, despite the 

application of a variety of artificial freshwater fluxes, clearly indicated that the internal 



parameters play a role in allowing for oscillatory behavior. Whereas most previous 

studies that have examined oscillatory behavior have focused on the freshwater flux, it is 

of interest to design experiments that reveal the dual importance of the salinity flux and 

the values chosen for the internal parameters. Canying out the same rnethodology 

described for case #16 with the rernainder of the cases would expand our undentanding 

of this duai effect. An in-depth analysis of the physical mechanisms underlying this 

behavior wouid also be of interest. 

Another key extension would be to impiement double flux boundary conditions 

(fixed flux for both temperature and salinity) with the experiments described in this 

study. It has been suggested that mixed boundary conditions lead to artificial behaviors 

(Zhang et al. 1993) and do not represent properiy the large-scale atmosphere-ocean 

interactions. Several authors, as noted in Chapter 1, have used fixed flux boundary 

conditions as a simplification of the original mixed boundary condition expenments and 

have generated purely-oceanic decadal scale variability in their models. A direct 

cornparison of the present results with these previous snidies would be possible by 

repeating the experirnents with fixed flux boundary conditions. 

A restoring boundary condition on temperature implies a rnodel of an atmophere 

whose temperature always remains fixed. Coupling the ocean model ro a more realistic 

atmospheric rnodel would allow an exarnination of the robustness of the results under 

more sophisticated conditions. Rahrnstorf and Willebrand (1995) report that their new 

thermal boundary condition, derived from an atmosphenc energy balance model, had a 

stabilizing effect on the conveyor belt circulation due to temperature feedbacks (see 

Section 1.2.2). Although these authon did not investigate the effect of their new thermal 

boundary condition on internal oscillations of the thermohaline circulation, it is expected 

rhat the temperature feedback would also dampen these oscillations. This boundary 

condition cannot replace a fully coupled ocean-atmosphere model, but it approximated 

the heat balance of the atmosphere at low computational cost and allows qualitative study 

of climatic processes with ocean circulation models. 

Lastly, a Logical next step in this research effort would be to use a coupled 

atmosphere-ocean model for an analysis of the impact of varying intemal parameters on 

mode1 behavior. In Chapter 3, it was show that the intemal parmeters are very 



important in detemining the resulting model circulation for an ocean-only model. Under 

coupled conditions, the atmosphenc cornponent generates freshwater fluxes and heat 

fluxes. A cornparison of the Chapter 3 resuits with data generated from a more realistic 

coupled mode1 would be of interest. 
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